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Sweet’S 
Heating and Air Conditioning, Inc. 

Sheet Metal Work 
sweetsshop@sbcglobal.net 

736 - 12TH St. Wilmette - IL - 60091   PH - 847-251-1247 FAX - 847-256-0011 
 

 
April 27, 2017 
 
 
Brigitte Berger 
Engineering & Public Works Director 
bergerb@wilmette.com 
(847) 853-7627 
 

RE: Back-In Parking & Bike Lane Proposal (Meeting 5/3/17, 5: PM) 

 
 
Dear Brigitte: 
 
I am emailing you today regarding the reverse parking proposal to be brought before the 
Village. In my opinion, this has to be the most asinine idea I have ever heard of! 
 
I own commercial property in Wilmette as well as residing in east Wilmette for some 40 
years. It has been my experience that the people that live in Wilmette CANNOT drive 
FORWARD no less ‘BACK-UP’!! 
 
My proof is the fact that I was in a car accident this past February where I was side-
swiped at 11th & Central; the car was totaled on impact.  
 
Frankly, one can’t get through this town unscathed if you work and live in Wilmette as I 
do. I am quite familiar with the downtown mess; which is a total cluster. 
 
The Village must really reconsider this proposal. I would also be curious to know the 
expert opinion of Police Chief of Brian King regarding the safety of this ridiculous 
concept.  
 
Thank you. 
 
Regards, 
 
Bob Beitzel 
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Dear Municipal Services Committee, 

 

As a 35 year resident in Wilmette, I have been here long enough to see the benefits of 

incremental changes and improvements to our Village infrastructure over time.  The 

compounded effect is profound and is a credit to those who have served before us. 

 

With the Central Avenue project, we have another opportunity to take a number of steps 

forward.  I urge you to further elevate the appearance and attractiveness of the downtown area by 

incorporating many of the improvements that have been suggested, especially those that are 

pedestrian and bike friendly. 

 

As a reasonably avid biker in and around Wilmette, I would strongly support creating bike lanes 

on Central Avenue to improve the ability to travel east-west and better connect Sheridan Road 

and the Lakefront with the Green Bay bike trail.  Please avoid the "safe", but ultimately 

unsatisfying option of just replacing what we've got.  We need to take advantage of opportunities 

such as the Central Avenue Project as they present themselves. 

 

Thank you for your service and your consideration. 

 

Regards 

 

Gordon Anderson 

1340 Elmwood Ave. 

To whom it may concern: 

 

We moved our young family from Chicago to Wilmette 3 years ago and love loading up in our 

"friend bike" to go out to dinner or run errands in downtown Wilmette, plus the occasional bike 

run to Gillson beach. Bikes are a terrific way to get around Wilmette: fresh air, exercise and they 

are a more social means of transportation. Being in the open air to wave or greet a passing friend 

helps build the community. 

 

As you consider plans for Central Ave, please incorporate bike-friendly infrastructure such as 

bike lanes, diagonal parking for cars to reduce the risk of getting "doored" and more bike 

parking.  

 

These facilities benefit everyone. 

 

Sincerely, 

Dan Litchfield 

2340 Meadow Dr N 

Hello, 

 

I saw a facebook post about the proposed changes to Central Ave in Wilmette. I wanted to send a 

quick email AGAINST these proposed changes. 

 

Wilmette is a very small and safe community. My husband and I ride our bikes throughout 

Wilmette frequently. We have never felt unsafe riding in downtown Wilmette. In fact, it is so 

safe and calm that we frequently observe children riding bikes on their own, both on the 



sidewalks and in the street. This is not a high traffic, high speed area. I do not see a need for bike 

lanes in this area. The bikers will come either way, and they will ride safely (as we do in our 

family!) 

 

If bike lanes were to be added in Wilmette, I think it would make much more sense to put the 

lanes on the "busier" streets, such as Lake or Wilmette ave. I frequently start my drive to work 

down Wilmette ave feeling very frustrated that bikes are driving right now the middle of the 

lane, going much slower than the cars, and forcing me to spend a good 5-10 minutes driving way 

under the speed limit. I think cars and bikers would appreciate a separate lane for bikers so they 

can ride at their own pace and not have to interact with the cars.  

 

I was also concerned when I saw the proposed back-in diagonal parking. I think this is an awful 

idea! This is not a way of parking that anyone is used to in our community. In Wilmette, 

teenagers, adults, and the elderly all frequently drive and park. Changing the way people park to 

an unfamiliar method seems like a recipe for accidents and slowing down traffic. I have been 

driving for decades and have personally never had to back in diagonally. I don't think I would 

even feel comfortable parking that way during busy times, and definitely not with people in my 

car. Teenagers are not taught how to park this way in drivers ed. I feel like this would make 

drivers anxious and uncomfortable. It just seems like a very unnecessary change.  

 

Thank you for your time, 

 

Erin Sullivan, Resident of Wilmette 

I commute by bicycle to the Metra station from home throughout much of the year. I bike around 

the Village on weekends--North Shore Community Bank, the Rock House, Lambrecht’s, Steve’s 

Barbershop, the Sport Shop, the Farmer’s Market, Millen’s, the Library, and restaurants. What 

would add to Wilmette’s bike friendly environment is a good East-West bicycle route. 

 

Central Street’s reconstruction is an opportunity to encourage cross-Wilmette bicycle transport 

between the Village Center and Sheridan Road, Gillson Park, and the lakefront. I hope the 

Municipal Services Committee will make good use of this opportunity to enhance safe ridership 

in Wilmette. 

 

Good wishes on the upcoming deliberations. 

 

Peter Baugher 

1310 Sheridan Road 

Wilmette, IL 60091 

I am a long-time resident of Wilmette, residing at 1731 Wilmette Ave. Our family bicycles from 

our home to downtown Wilmette and to the lakefront on occasion during the summer. I have 

reviewed the slides from the April 6 Municipal Services Committee meeting and would like to 

comment on proposed plans. 

 

I do not support the installation of bicycle-only lanes or the elimination of parking on Central 

Street.   Most days the street as currently configured is open enough to accommodate 

experienced cyclists safely and easily. When parking lanes are full, it's generally due to major 

community events, when crowds and traffic mitigate against cycling on the street anyway.   

 



I would not encourage bicycle traffic to flow into the center of downtown Wilmette by creating a 

bicycle throughway on Central. Bikes will not mix well with foot traffic in the crowded 

downtown, or with cars and particularly parking.  Cyclists, whether merely passing through 

downtown or making downtown their destination, would be better routed along an outer loop to 

minimize added congestion. (I believe there is a current bike route that does this). Bicycle racks 

in areas close to downtown but peripheral to the center (such as the train station) allows cyclists 

to "park and walk" to downtown destinations. This is what our family does. 

 

To the extent that Central Ave is a commuter route during morning rush, I would advise against 

any configuration that encourages children to bicycle on Central St. Children should never be 

encouraged to ride on busy streets, especially those that have large truck traffic, whether there 

are bicycle lanes or not. Bike lanes in such areas have the potential to become an attractive 

nuisance. 

 

Back-in parking may be appropriate in other areas, but it does not sound advisable in downtown 

Wilmette, where sidewalks are narrow and people congregate.  Drivers simply don't see as well 

when reversing, which raises risks to pedestrians and sidewalk diners. I can also appreciate the 

argument about exhaust for outside diners. Outside dining is one of the real perks of being 

downtown in nice weather--it draws customers--so I would avoid interfering with that 

enjoyment. 

 

Bioswales sound like a nice idea, but they don't work along streets with parking unless there is a 

small grass, concrete or wood chip edge for exiting passengers. You can't step out of a car and 

into a bioswale. Chicago has installed some which are attractive but impractical in this regard. So 

if you go this way, be sure to design an exit route for parking passengers. 

 

Keep in mind that removing parking lanes removes parking for everyone all year long, while 

bicycle-only lanes will be used only by a small group during the 4-5 good weather months a 

year. Shared roadways permit uses by all types of transportation all year long; it's flexible. It has 

worked well in our neighborhood. 

 

I would prioritize spending on sewer upgrades, and permeable pavement where it can improve 

drainage. Cross-walk bump outs have helped enormously on Wilmette Ave, so I would 

encourage installation of those as well.  

 

Thank you for your consideration. 

 

Kristen Westman 

As a somewhat new resident to wilmette, I want to voice my huge support for these changes 

 

 Coming from other places that have made this investment, I have seen the quality of life and 

financial improvement to communities 

 

I hope to attend the meeting but if not, I wanted to let you know of my families support 

 

Robin Cook 

917 Chestnut 

Sent from my iPhone 



 

I received the attached email from The Wilmette Chamber of Commerce (Julie Yusim) - 

THANK YOU - 

Unfortunately, My husband and I will not be able to attend the meeting at the Village Hall next 

week - but we do want our voices heard.  If someone could pass on our concerns for the reverse 

parking for downtown Wilmette, it would be greatly appreciated. 

We do not support reverse parking in downtown Wilmette (or anywhere else).  We believe it is 

unsafe, will cause congestion, accidents and will definitely be a nuisance for the diners along on 

the sidewalk in the area.  We are in full agreement with the Chamber of Commerce's objections 

as well. 

 

If this passes, I will say that we will avoid the downtown area altogether - it will be unfortunate, 

as we frequent the many restaurants, and enjoy the downtown. 

 

best regards 

Peggy Dolan/Robert Morrison 

 

 

I do not think this is a good idea...Backing in creates slower on going traffic and is much more 

difficult especially if you are not used to this. 

This is not an ideal situation for our community...I vote not to change our parking arrangement 

that we have now... 

Lucie Reichner 

807 Chestnut Ave, 

Dear Ms. Berger-Raish, 

 

Please consider these comments relative to the planned Central Avenue reconstruction project: 

 Reverse Angle Parking: I am opposed to a departure from the legacy norm.  I do not 

believe sufficient evidence exists to support the claim that this proposed approach is safer 

than the current approach.  We are very close to having mandatory backup cameras in all 

new vehicles; this should sufficiently allay safety concerns.  I also believe the proposed 

change represents an unreasonable burden to many senior drivers. 

 Pace Bus Stops: I encourage the Village to request that Pace return to legacy 'flag stop 

operations' on its Central Avenue routes.  The 'posted stops only' policy is less convenient 

for residents while passenger volume does not warrant this approach.  Importantly, the 

'posted stops only' policy has foisted unattractive, unnecessary signage along Central that 

in my opinion is a visual eyesore inconsistent with Wilmette's bucolic, open parkway 

tradition.   

 No Parking Here To Corner: Distance of 'no parking here to corner' setbacks from the 

intersection should be increased.  The reason for this is that the size of many cars 

(primarily the height) makes it difficult to see eastbound and westbound traffic on Central 

when approaching via side streets from the north or south.   This is particularly true on 

northbound 10th Street when Central school is in session or services are being held at the 

Congregation Sukkat Shalom as well as at 3rd, 4th, 5th and 6th Streets during the 

summer when beach parking volume is high. 



 Trees: Please assure that diligent care is taken to protect our legacy mature parkway trees 

that line much of the Central reconstruction project. Please plan to plant new trees along 

Central where space allows so that the lovely canopy that has existed for decades is 

maintained for future generations. 

Thank you for considering my perspective. 

 

Steve Later 

515 Greenleaf Avenue 

 

Ladies and Gentlemen: 

 

We are  John Donahue and Tricia Gutekanst and we live at 614 Central.  Unfortunately, we were 

unable  to attend the previous public information sessions on the Central Avenue reconstruction; 

however, we did watch the replay on Channel 6 and have reviewed the slide deck from the 

engineering group regarding the project.  Please consider this email our comments on the various 

proposals under consideration.   These comments are focused primarily on proposed new bike 

lanes that will eliminate parking on the  north side of Central in the residential area. 

 

First we want to reference "heat map" (red, yellow, green) of options 1 -3, which on its face 

suggests Option 1 is the clear choice.  Every item for Option 1 is green - except for 

biking accommodation, which still is rated a yellow.  The choice of Option 1 would be even 

more clear if  the heat map included "the concerns and views of the residents directly impacted" 

(Central Avenue residents) – which were not included,  but should have been.  

 

But since the comments of the committee suggest they are already leaning in favor of Option 

3,  it appears that the heat map is not being considered relevant.  The committee seems to believe 

that the most important item on the heat map is accommodation of bikes on Central, overriding 

the importance of meeting parking needs, controlling future maintenance costs,  and  what seems 

to be the unanimous views of the Central Ave residents  -  the people who will be most affected 

by the change every day, all year long, and who oppose the redesign of their street.  As you can 

tell, we disagree. We oppose Option 3 and believe Option 1 is the better choice. 

 

Three points: 

 

1.  Change. There was a lot of talk at the meetings about overall resistance to change and I agree 

that is often true.  But change only for the sake of change shouldn't be the basis for decision like 

this.  Consider some of the comments made at the last public meeting by the few proponents of 

Option 3 - including members of the committee.  "No one ever wants to change our sleepy little 

town, they have to get over it", "We have this money now, so we should do something with it", 

"We can be like all our neighboring towns and have bike lanes"  “This is our chance to do 

something different".  We get it  -  it's exciting to do something new like changing lane 

configurations.  That's what engineers are trained to do and want to do.  That’s not enough 

to support putting in  .7 miles  of a bike lane, on one street, that's used 2/3 of the year (at best) - 

when there is no argument for making the change except for "accommodation of  bikes".  Every 

other factor considered by the engineers suggests that preserving the existing lane configuration 

between Sheridan and 11th  is the most reasonable approach. 

 



2.  Safety.  There were points made last week about bike safety for the kids riding to Central 

School.  No one could disagree with that goal - and it was great to hear from a 

committee member that the bike racks are filled with bikes every day already.  But with all due 

respect, how many of those bike riders are going to use bike lanes on Central Avenue?  No 

parent is going to tell their 1st through 4th graders (6 -9 years old) that they should change their 

current bike routes and ride on Central Avenue - one of the busiest streets in town and a bus 

route.  The  young children who attend Central School will continue to ride on the quiet side 

streets and on the sidewalks - as they should.  Do we really want to encourage young children to 

ride on Central, bike lanes or not?  It is the creation of a risk that doesn’t exist now. 

 

Secondly, we heard last week that .7 miles of bike lanes will encourage bike traffic up to the the 

Village and the shops and restaurants.  Maybe - but when asked last week about where the bike 

riders into the Village will go when the bike lane ends at 11th,  the answer from the 

committee was "They'll just have to figure it out when they get there"  --  Safety? 

 

Last,  we don't have young children any more, but all of our new neighbors do.  The thought of 

those little kids running across Central Ave to get to and from  the family car should be of 

concern to all of us.  We now have elderly grandparents who visit our house.  We’re not thrilled 

with my 80-something mom navigating across Central either.  By the way, one of us grew up on 

a street in Wilmette that only had parking on one side (Elmwood) and it was fine.  But Central is 

not Elmwood.  Central is wide, it's busy and traffic goes fast. The comparison of Central to other 

one-side parking streets to Central is not reasonable. 

 

3. Central Avenue residents.  We’re bothered by the lack of consideration  that the Committee 

has given to the concerns and objections of the residents of Central Avenue who will be most 

affected if Option 3 is chosen.  No other Wilmette residents will feel the impact of this change, 

every day, 12 months a year.  And yet the committee seems willing to ignore our objections by 

saying everyone will "just get used to it".  The concerns of the residents who actually experience 

living on Central Avenue are dismissed as “resistance to change” .  Instead the committee looks 

to obviously flawed traffic and parking studies to support the claims that everyone will be 

fine.  There is no discussion of summer weekends when BOTH sides of Central are completely 

filled – at least as far as 7th  -  with cars going to the beach.  By eliminating ½ the parking on 

Central, we will be pushing all those cars an addition four blocks up Central and on to every side 

street.  It’s not only the houses on the north side of Central that will be impacted. (Are there 

plans to make Central Avenue permit parking for the residents?  It may need to be 

considered.)  There is no consideration given to the possible reduction in home values of houses 

that were all built  to be filled with young families, but will now be less attractive to those 

families. 

 

Last thought – all this for just seven blocks of a bike lane?  One of the proponents of Option 3 

asked about longer term plans to make biking around Wilmette easier.  It would be nice if  there 

was a good bike route from east to west that would connect the beach to Centennial pool to the 

forest preserve bike path.  If this short span of bike lanes is part of a plan like that, I didn’t hear 

it.  To the contrary, we heard that there aren’t even funds available to repave the current “bike 

route” on Greenleaf.  So it sounds like this is all about just a seven block stretch that would be 

fun to change since we aren’t paying for it, but really isn’t needed, isn’t  all that safe, costs more 

to maintain in the future and is opposed by everyone that lives on those 7 blocks. 

 



Thanks for your consideration of our concerns.  We really do appreciate your willingness to 

serve on the Village Board, which at times like this must be challenging to say the least. 

 

John Donahue and Tricia Gutekanst  

Dear Brigitte, 

 

Thank you for providing an open forum to discuss the upcoming Central Avenue refurbishment 

project.  After attending the last meeting on April 6, I have considered the comments made on 

both sides of the debate and have reflected on my own experience as a resident and homeowner 

on Central Avenue. 

 

While I can appreciate the general desire to add dedicated bike access in Wilmette, I cannot 

understand the logic of locating it on Central Avenue.  

To me, it is a simple matter of safety.  As a parent of a 10 year old, I can tell you with certainty 

that I would not want my child riding her bike along the same road with the Pace bus.  (Again, I 

live on Central and I am painfully aware of how fast they drive.)  In fact, when we ride our bikes 

to the Green Bay Trail, we take a quieter, less traveled East-West street. 

 This practice would not change, even with bike lanes painted in.  Just as you rightly pointed out 

at the last meeting that a stop sign can give pedestrians a false sense of security, so too would 

painting lines on Central Avenue.  It is a busy street.  Cars drive fast.  And most worryingly, so 

does the Pace bus. 

 

In addition, since the last meeting, each time I have walked my daughter to school for drop off or 

pick up I have noted the long line of cars in the pick up line along Central.  Again, I find it hard 

to understand why Central Avenue is considered a good option for adding more activity. 

 

And, finally, to the speakers who spoke so passionately about the need for bike safety for our 

children, it seems that Central Avenue is the last option we should consider (other than maybe 

Lake Ave).  The street is busy, cars and buses drive fast (especially between 4th St and 9th St), 

and it funnels children right into downtown.  Certainly, there must be better and safer options for 

locating a bike path.  Surprisingly, most of the discussion at the last meeting seemed to be 

focused on parking, rather than the clear issue of safety. 

 

In fact, I have spoken with many of my Central Avenue (and nearby) neighbors and we all agree 

that even with a bike path, we would still take our children on less congested routes to the Green 

Bay Trail. 

 

I understand that Central Avenue needs repaving, but I do not understand how or why we are 

discussing these other plans which would certainly change the character of the street.  I have yet 

to speak with any Central Avenue residents that are in favor of the proposed plan. 

 

My observation from the April 6 meeting was that the residents of Central Avenue who spoke 

were opposed to the bike lanes.  None of the residents who spoke in favor of changing the 

character of Central Avenue actually live on Central. 

 

If we need to repave Central Avenue, then let's do it.  But, I strongly believe it would be a 

mistake to re-engineer the street in ways that could lead to unintended consequences, especially 

in terms of safety and congestion.  I hope you will support a decision to proceed with Option 1. 



 

I may not be able to attend the meeting on May 6.  I am wondering what happens next. 

 

Thanks again for your support. 

 

Best regards, 

 

Howard Soriano 

530 Central Avenue 

 

 

Bike lanes deprive residents of needed parking spaces, especially those who do not have 

driveways.  Residents should have preference of bikers who are passing thru Wilmette on the 

way to or from another suburb.   

 

Directing bike traffic into the village center would add unnecessary congestion with bikers who 

are not aiming for the business section.  Bikers who ride for exercise or recreation do not need to 

enter the retail district, but would be better served on side streets that bypass the central business 

district.  Those bikers who wish to shop can easily detour from a bike path and get close to the 

shops without sending all the bikes to that area.    

 

The Village should document the actual need  or desire for established bike lanes among 

Wilmette residents before embarking on any plan to promote biking lanes through heavily used 

arteries. 

 

Judy Goodie 

436 Prairie 

Wilmette 

Good afternoon Village of Wilmette Municipal Services Committee. 

 

I am writing in support of Julie Adrianopoli’s letter of April 9th, 2017.  I believe Julie lays out 

very well the concerns I would also have about the plans for Central Avenue.  So rather then 

send another long letter, I would simply say that as another resident of Central Ave, the 

reduced/eliminated parking and bike lane concerns that she lays out in her letter are valid and 

accurate.  Please take them into consideration as you develop the plan for Central Avenue.   

 

I also support the Wilmette/Kenilworth Chamber of Commerce’s position again implementing 

reverse angle parking in the Village.  Reverse angle parking quite frankly just seems like a 

terrible idea in our Village. 

 

I appreciate your consideration of my input. 

 

Regards, 

 

Kate Gjaja 

325 Central 

Wilmette 



Good morning, 

Thank you for the emails to Wilmette residents concerning the various construction projects 

coming up in the Village. 

 

According to the latest email, this Wednesday,  the Municipal Services Committee will discuss 

the Central Avenue project, including "back-in diagonal parking in the downtown as well as bike 

accommodations on Central Avenue from 11th Street to Sheridan Road." 

 

Please note that I am not in support of this type of accommodation, including the back-in 

diagonal parking, in the downtown area. 

Wilmette downtown is booming-which is wonderful!-and the pedestrian and car traffic have 

increased greatly since I moved to Wilmette with my family in the early 2000's.  

 

Additional bike traffic will only add to the congestion in downtown Wilmette.  

It will create a dangerous convergence of cars, pedestrians and bikers.  

In addition, parking, a precious commodity in all of Wilmette, will be impacted.  

 

Please take these factors into account when making decisions concerning the Central Avenue 

project. 

 

Thanks very much. 

 

Best, 

Emily Hayden 

310 Wilshire Drive East 

Dear Committee,  

I am opposed to shared roadway on central avenue.   

How can you have a street with a pace bus, commercial traffic, central school car pick up and 

drop off line and regular cars would be safe for  10 years olds (or for that matter anyone) to ride 

bikes on a shared roadway?   Pace buses pull over many times on the 7 block stretch and two 

times a day cars are lined up, pulling in and out of central school, it takes one bus driver to not 

see a bike next to it on either side for a tragic accident to happen.  I think bike lanes are a great 

idea, but sharing road with a bus is an awful idea.   I think it would be amazing to have a great 

network of bike paths through out wilmette but there are so many other great streets that are not a 

main street of wilmette.   

If there is an ordinance for complete streets in wilmette then almost every street is non 

compliant.   

I am a triathlete, social rider, and a family rider.  Safety should be the number one issue here and 

the desire for some for wilmette to be ahead of the curve on transportation is blinding everyone 

to what is safe for the community.   

 

Kelly Gruner 

Hello. 

 

 I have been following the information on the Central  Ave project. I'm happy to see we are 

looking to make improvements and think there are a number of good options on the table. 

However, I am concerned about the reverse angle parking.  

 



I am not comfortable parking in this way. With many large SUVs in the area I think there is 

danger to pedestrians walking on the sidewalk. If the village proceeds with this i would be 

unlikely to drive into the village center to shop at our local businesses. I would also instruct my 

teenage drivers not to park in these spots as I feel they would increase risk of damages to our - 

and others- cars by less experienced drivers.  

 

Thank you the opportunity to comment.  

 

Stacy Hillyer 

803 Lake Ave 

Wilmette  

Hello, 

 

Regarding the Central Avenue project, it seems like we are trying to accomplish too much with 

cyclists, traffic, and parking.  I am a resident on Greenleaf Avenue, a nice, wide street that might 

be a nice solution for the cyclists.  I cycle myself and it is nice that one can easily cycle from 

Gillson Park, under Sheridan via the underpass and get to Greenleaf.  Greenleaf also lends itself 

well to the path along Village Hall, the Green Bay Trail and the North Branch Trail (via 

Wilmette Ave).  I know that Greenleaf is not part of the project, but rerouting the cyclists to 

Greenleaf will help keep cyclists, pedestrians and motorists safer along the busy Central Ave. 

downtown area. 

 

Maybe funds would be available in the future to stripe a bicycle lane along Greenleaf and/or put 

some signage (like those signs around Kenilworth to route cyclists through Kenilworth streets to 

the Green Bay Trail) along the street/streets to reroute cycling traffic along a safer, wider, less 

busy street (Greenleaf). 

 

Thank you for your consideration, 

 

Nicole Robertson 

507 Greenleaf Ave. 

Wilmette 

Hello, my name is Sarah Lyke and I live at 915 Greenleaf.  I am writing to let you know that our 

family fully supports anything that can be done on Central to make it more accessible to 

bikers.  We believe this will enhance the community, and benefit not only the bikers but also the 

downtown businesses – many would be very inclined to come to town more often for a meal or a 

movie if they could easily bike there.    

 

We have two teenagers and it is just such a shame that there is no easy way for them to get from 

the beachfront to downtown Wilmette and further west.   Without a dedicated bike path or lane, 

we feel it is too dangerous for them to bike this area by themselves.   

 

We would also like to see either a traffic light or stop sign at the intersection of Sheridan and 

Washington – a main entrance to Gillson Park.   On several occasions I’ve seen children almost 

run over as cars don’t stop and kids are forced to run/bike quickly across that intersection.  It 

seems like biking/pedestrian access to Gillson should be considered as part of the beach 

house/parking lot redesign, but the Lakefront Committee did not believe they had jurisdiction 

over this.   



 

Thank you for your consideration.   

Hello I am writing in support of the bike lanes on Central Ave 

We have children who bike to WJH and HMS and Central school and we would like safe lanes 

for them as well as our whole family to bike into town to eat dinner or go to the parks. 

 

Thank you 

Kim Crossgrove 

620 Washington Ave 

Wilmette 

My husband and I are unable to attend this weeks village meeting due to our 7 yr old son 

recovering from brain surgery. However, we felt it important enough to email you our votes in 

advance so that they be accounted for. We have lived in Wilmette for 19 years and are very 

familiar with the increasingly dangerous parking situation in downtown Wilmette and the notion 

of anything that might make that even more dangerous is not something we can support. In fact, 

we hope that a more efficient, safer resolution can be found for both the construction and 

permanently as we have personally witnessed multiple situations were children have nearly been 

hit recently with the increase in competition for dinnertime patrons trying to park and zooming 

around the block.  

 

Please, include our opinion in the meeting and count our votes to oppose.  

 

Thank you in advance for considering our input.  

 

Kate & Mike Henn  

533 Forest Avenue 

Wilmette  

Bridgette, 

 

We went to the last meeting where everyone seemed to be in favor of this new diagonal parking 

in downtown Wilmette. We are not, but cannot attend this Wednesday. However, when we 

mentioned this plan to a few of our neighbors, no one was positive about this change.  People in 

this town do not park well, as evidenced by cars going through buildings at least several times in 

the past few years. I cannot imagine them being able to maneuver in reverse. 

 

We were also concerned that while the board was studying this for some time, none of you 

seemed to be aware that we have do have restaurants on both the north and south sides of Central 

Street. Besides the pastry shop on the southeast corner, there is also Dowize and Big 

Tomato, both of which have outdoor seating.  

 

We have lived in Wilmette for over 37 years and are concerned. 

 

Thank you for your consideration in this matter. 

 

Dave and Fran Dudzinski 

246 Greenleaf Avenue 

 



Municipal Services Committee members, 

Thank you for the opportunity to see the consultant's findings and follow your deliberations 

regarding Central Avenue Reconstruction. 

I live at 1007 Lake Avenue, and bicycle on Central Avenue several times a week year-round. 

I attended an earlier Committee hearing and studied the 5/3 presentation on the Village website. 

Based on usage of Central Avenue and the 5/3 presentation, please consider the 

following options: 

1. Decision Point #1 - Option 1 (no bike lanes) 

    Bicycling east on Central Avenue is dangerous because cars backing out can't easily see a 

bicycle 

    Instead use signage and road markings to route bicycles one block south onto Greenleaf via 

Poplar 

    Greenleaf is wider and has less commercial traffic 

    Retailers in the Village need customer parking in front of their stores 

2. Decision Point #2 - do not proceed with Reverse-angle Parking 

    To be effective, all diagonal street parking in the downtown area would need to be consistent, 

thus raising the cost 

   - south side of Central Avenue from Green Bay to 11th 

   - east side of Wilmette Avenue from Central to Lake 

   - west side of Wilmette Avenue from Central to Green Bay 

   Reverse-angle (back-in) parking would be a new technique, as it isn't practiced nearby 

   1.5 diagonal parking crashes per year isn't a big enough problem to merit $70K and retraining 

drivers 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Bruce A. Miller 

1007 Lake Avenue, Wilmette 

(Village resident since 1975) 

Dear Municipal Services Committee members: 

Concerning the Central Avenue Project, I’d like to provide some comments on behalf of the 

Active Transportation Alliance.  

Across the region and the nation, forward-thinking cities are taking steps to make their 

communities friendlier for walking, biking and transit.  Residents increasingly want good options 

to driving a car because they see the health, environmental and quality of life benefits, and cities 

that respond to these desires are more competitive economically.   

Most streets, including Central Avenue, are designed to prioritize people moving in 

cars.  However, many people walk and bike as well, which contributes to a healthier, greener 

Wilmette without the noise and road damage caused by motor vehicles.  Moreover, we know that 

biking and walking would be even more common but for fear of vehicle traffic.   

Central Avenue in particular is an important walking and biking route because it is a key cross-

town corridor that connects to important destinations like Central Elementary School and the 

Wilmette Metra station.  For all these reasons, the Active Transportation Alliance encourages the 

Municipal Services Committee to employ a Complete Streets approach that accommodates 

people using all modes of travel. 



We believe Option 3 can achieve this goal, and in particular the utilization of a “Neighborhood 

Greenways” approach to Option 3.  Neighborhood Greenways are designed to make walking and 

biking comfortable by employing a variety of context sensitive measures along a corridor that 

calm vehicle traffic, create shorter and more visible crossings for people walking, and 

accommodate people on bikes.     

The exact type and location of measures would need to be further explored by the project team, 

but typically Neighborhood Greenways use mini-roundabouts, bump-outs, neck-downs, 

diverters, “Bikes may use Full Lane” signage, and/or highly visible bike lanes. See attached 

images for examples of measures used in other communities.   

A Neighborhood Greenway treatment is well-suited for the traffic volumes on Central Avenue 

and would complement many of the recommendations being explored by the project team in this 

study.  

Several Cook County Communities are planning, designing, and building Neighborhood 

Greenways. For example, the Village of Oak Park completed a Village-wide Neighborhood 

Greenway Plan in 2014. It is currently developing a budget to start building out the network. The 

Village of Brookfield is installing its first “Bike Boulevard” on Arden Avenue this summer that 

is similar to a Neighborhood Greenway, and the City of Chicago is building out its 

Neighborhood Greenway network, starting with Berteau Avenue and Wood Streets.  

Thanks for your consideration, and please let me know if you have any questions or if we can be 

of assistance.  

Ron Burke 

Executive Director 

Active Transportation Alliance 

9 W. Hubbard #402 

Chicago, IL  60654 

312-427-3325  

Ron@activetrans.org 

Honorable City Council: 

I am in favor of option 2 Dedicated bike lanes. 

I believe that this option would improve most the living standard of the people of Wilmette. I 

even believe that car and bike lanes should be separated with a curb. One can see such a setup 

more and more in Europe and I think it works. I fail to see the space issue. It creates a peaceful 

living environment that increases the property values and village taxes. Option 3 is not as good, 

but works somewhat.  

 

Regards,  

 

Peter Matt 

246 Maple Avenue 

 

 

 

 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__atpolicy.org_wp-2Dcontent_uploads_2016_05_2015-2D07-2D20-2Dgreenways-2Dbike-2Dshare-2Dfeasibility-2Dstudy.pdf&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=qlS7lk4fzTkJ8u-efg8uf5F2TSQahQ33U-xZttew4h0&m=aNRE0EdjgFsS3ye88Yj2F7VlyV6yORKT7okmKJg4TXY&s=s_QIAX2O3a3j1rnNlRzVUo2SfKZsbdS2zbTtrQebtaA&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__atpolicy.org_wp-2Dcontent_uploads_2016_05_2015-2D07-2D20-2Dgreenways-2Dbike-2Dshare-2Dfeasibility-2Dstudy.pdf&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=qlS7lk4fzTkJ8u-efg8uf5F2TSQahQ33U-xZttew4h0&m=aNRE0EdjgFsS3ye88Yj2F7VlyV6yORKT7okmKJg4TXY&s=s_QIAX2O3a3j1rnNlRzVUo2SfKZsbdS2zbTtrQebtaA&e=
mailto:Ron@activetrans.org


Dear Trustees Krueger, Sullivan and Wolf: 

 

 We support every effort to make cycling a safe, accessible activity in Wilmette. My 

family rides for exercise and pleasure. We would increase our riding and spend more time (and 

money) in town if it was easier and safer to get there by bike. 

 

 Right now, riding a bike in and around most parts of Wilmette can be very dangerous and 

unpleasant. There is no safe way to get through Village Center, which then makes it difficult to 

ride to attractions across town west (Post Office, library, rec center, Centennial Park, schools, 

and the North Shore trail) and then back east (Gillson Park, schools, and Sheridan Road). In 

addition, drivers in Wilmette are not attuned to cyclists and do not share the road, even where 

marked to do so.  

 

 We see every day how well the signage and markings on Sheridan Road work to help 

make drivers more aware of pedestrians and make crossing much safer and easier. The Central 

Avenue reconstruction project offers a great opportunity to improve safety for bikers along our 

major east-west route. A well-marked, dedicated bike lane and other traffic calming and safety 

measures on Central would benefit cyclists and encourage more people to cycle in the Village. 

 

 We know that there may be residents and businesses opposed to improving cycling in 

Wilmette. We applaud this Committee for taking an in-depth look into the issue, as the Complete 

Streets policy asks it to do. It is important to remember that the streets are truly public ways, not 

for a few, but to benefit all. Finding ways to make the streets safer and usable for more and 

different modes of transportation is an admirable, attainable goal that will make our residents 

healthier, and our village a more attractive, desirable place to live. 

 

 Wilmette has already recognized that decreasing reliance on the automobile is the wave 

of the future. The Village’s encouragement of the transit-oriented development on Green Bay 

and at 4th and Linden makes that clear. We must not get stuck in the past, but continue along this 

forward-looking path. Approving safe and significant bicycle improvements on Central Avenue 

is an important step ahead. 

 

 Thank you, 

 

 Piper and Jono Rothschild 

 1046 Elmwood Ave 

 Wilmette 

 

Reverse angle parking (RAP) is a terrible idea, especially for the village center. Each parking 

stall will need to have bumpers installed at what cost? Cars idling will make walking on 

sidewalks and eating at outdoor venue must less appealing. I’ve just returned from Austin, Texas 

which has RAP. Backing in turns out to be much harder than backing out, with more traffic 

disruption. I’ve seen it first hand in Austin and would not recommend it for our village. 

 

This is a bad idea and should be rejected.  

 

Thank you. 

 



Peter H. Barrow 
Partner 

Neal, Gerber & Eisenberg LLP 

From: Sue M  

Sent: Tuesday, May 2, 2017 5:38 PM 

To: Berger, Brigitte <bergerb@wilmette.com> 

Subject: Walkable Wilmette  

 

Please consider these options! Make Wilmette wonderful on central street! 

1. Crosswalks at the height of sidewalks with safety markings 

2. Reduced speeds in the Village of 18 mph 

3. Wider sidewalks for dining and pedestrians 

4. Rule to walk bikes on sidewalks in town center 

5. Countdown timers at all crosswalks 

6. Curb extension at Central and Green Bay 

7. Speed table and relocation of bicycle crossing for Green Bay Trail at Wilmette Avenue 

8. One or two parking spaces for bike parking (8 - 10 bikes) (perhaps seasonal April - 

October) 

9. No-idling policy and signage 

10. Public benches and tables on sidewalks and Village Green (not as part of a restaurant) 

11. Planters that incorporate seating 

12. Directional signage to local attractions that indicates walking and biking times 

13. Interactive sculpture 

14. Make Central one way going east 

15. Repave and add bike lanes to Greenleaf Avenue 

16. Bike lanes on Central, protected or well-marked 

17. Back-in angle parking 

18. Parking on one side of Central only    

To whom it may concern: 

 

I write to express my support for those design considerations on Central Street that would 

include bike lanes and traffic calming measures.  Frankly, the pedestrian should be 

prioritized in downtown Wilmette and on Central Street.  Other nearby commercial areas, 

such as downtown Evanston, and even Central Street in Evanston, are far more attractive 

and pedestrian friendly.  I applaud those planners for prioritizing pedestrian activity — 

which is absolutely key in attracting retail and restaurants.  I am in favor of the Option #3 

as described in the Meeting #3 update.   

 

Regards, 

Brad & Sarah Leibov 

229 Catalpa Place, Wilmette  

I am strongly in favor of supporting safe ways for bikers to cross Green Bay Road from the West 

and enter into downtown Wilmette. 

I live on Isabella Street, and have tried multiple ways of biking with my son to and from the 

library, to the Farmer's Market in summer, to The Rock House coffee shop, etc. Trying to get 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.ngelaw.com_pbarrow&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=qlS7lk4fzTkJ8u-efg8uf5F2TSQahQ33U-xZttew4h0&m=PJCIY938zpxt61drPVO90LnegnSHaJ5qO5XgflW0h88&s=ZIgzZNUZBM9rcuqrEyIB14Lv5XA2E_lM1j-rvI5rbok&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.ngelaw.com_pbarrow&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=qlS7lk4fzTkJ8u-efg8uf5F2TSQahQ33U-xZttew4h0&m=PJCIY938zpxt61drPVO90LnegnSHaJ5qO5XgflW0h88&s=ZIgzZNUZBM9rcuqrEyIB14Lv5XA2E_lM1j-rvI5rbok&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.ngelaw.com_pbarrow&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=qlS7lk4fzTkJ8u-efg8uf5F2TSQahQ33U-xZttew4h0&m=PJCIY938zpxt61drPVO90LnegnSHaJ5qO5XgflW0h88&s=ZIgzZNUZBM9rcuqrEyIB14Lv5XA2E_lM1j-rvI5rbok&e=


over the Metra tracks with the flow of traffic is a mess if you are not on the sidewalk (which is 

really only a legitimate option if you are a child). With the fabulous success of all of the new 

restaurants downtown, parking has become a premium. I see it as a win-win for everyone to 

encourage families to bike to downtown and to the lakefront, and to make it safe for people to do 

so. 

 

Warmly, 

Hilde Kaiser 

Hello,  

 

I encourage you to support the inclusion of bike lanes in the Central Avenue design.  Wilmette 

bicyclist and drivers would benefit from having solid bike access across the village to Gillson 

Park.  Expanding bike access will reflect our Village's values, while increasing safety and 

encouraging healthy habits.  Please vote for Option 3 and create a bike lane along Central !   

----------- 

Jim Ryan 

I moved from the city 3 years ago and I miss the bike lanes. I was able to go all over the city and 

felt safe. Unfortunately, Wilmette hasn't adapted to this trend. I hope we will see some changes 

in the future. 

David Pedley 

829 Harvard Street 

Hello,  

 

I encourage you to support the inclusion of bike lanes in the Central Avenue design.  Wilmette 

bicyclist and drivers would benefit from having solid bike access across the village to Gillson 

Park.  Expanding bike access will reflect our Village's values, while increasing safety and 

encouraging healthy habits.  Please vote for Option 3 and create a bike lane along Central !   

 

Julie Hextell 

 

 Hi Brigitte, 

 

I can't make the meeting this evening, so I wanted to provide my two cents via email. 

 

1. I do not support bike lanes on Central Avenue.  There are so few bikes now, as well as little 

traffic, I don't see the need. 

2. I do not support back-in parking. Most people, myself included, can't parallel park, with only a 

six inch high curb on on side and open road on the other.  I can't imagine people trying to back in 

diagonally between two parked cars, trying to either guide by mirrors or twisting around. 

3. I do not support putting in any speed bumps on Central.  Again, the lack of traffic doesn't 

dictate the need. 

 

Best Regards, 

 

Brian Bewley 

x-apple-data-detectors://4/
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Committee: 

 

I want to offer my strong support for a street design plan that is more bicycle friendly - for 

cyclists and families alike. As a regular cyclist, I appreciate the idea of biking through downtown 

Wilmette - and perhaps stopping for a cold beer!  

 

I support the WCAT ideas on cycle lanes as well as their POV on bike lane markings, measures 

to reduce vehicle speed - which by the way, will help motorists pay more attention to the retail 

community.   

 

While I like the idea of back in diagonal parking, I wonder if there is evidence one way or the 

other from other communities who have tried this approach, specifically to understand  how 

many accidents might ensue. 

 

Separately, will these bicycle lane and parking ideas extend on Wilmette Avenue as well?  It 

seems like they should. 

 

Thanks so much for taking these comments. 

 

Best Regards, 

 

Phil Adams 

 

Phil Adams 
206 Fifth Street 

 

Hello, 

 

I am writing to state my support for improved biking opportunities along Wilmette’s Central 

Avenue. This includes the Wilmette Citizens for Active Transportation’s suggestions for back-in 

parking in downtown and safer biking accommodations along Central Avenue. 

 

Thank you for considering these important issues. 

 

Rebecca Boyd 

Good afternoon, 

 

I am a resident of Wilmette who uses many modes of transportation when utilizing Central 

Avenue; driving, biking and walking. 

 

I am writing in support of the proposals offered by the Wilmette Citizens for Active 

Transportation. This is an opportunity to implement changes to make biking and walking safer 

and more enjoyable in Wilmette, while not inconveniencing motorists. This would benefit all 

residents, including helping children to stay active. 

 

If we implement these proposals, it would help Wilmette to move ahead as a  forward-thinking 

community that values the health and safety of citizens, and improve the quality of life in the 

village. 



Thank you, 

Jeff Hlavacek 

 

To Wilmette Trustees: 

 

Unfortunately, I am unable to attend the meeting tomorrow night as I will still be at work, but I 

wanted to share my support for bike and pedestrian improvements on Central Ave. that serve all 

residents. I would like to see roads that are calm and safe for people to travel on or traverse, by 

whatever mode they choose - bike, foot, or car! 

 

My family and I love to ride bikes together, but east of the village center can be dangerous and 

makes me nervous.  With bad sight lines in the village center itself, and a lack of bike lanes east 

of the village center, it is a treacherous journey for us to get to the beach.  We are trying to teach 

our kids that we can get places without using our car - it is better for the environment, is great 

exercise, and is cost effective!  But my children should not fear biking down Central Ave.  This 

is our chance to enhance Central Ave and make it a safe place for everyone. 

 

Thank you for your consideration. 

 

Lauren Litchfield 

2340 Meadow Drive N 

______________________________________________________________ 

Dear committee—As a 30 year resident of Wilmette and avid bicyclist who struggles to find 

east-west streets on which to safely cycle, I hope you will consider make Central more bike 

friendly.  Lake is too busy, Forest is too bumpy, and Greenleaf needs repairs.  Brick streets for 

biking are not a great option. 

 

Thank you, 

Kerry Hall 

1337 Greenwood, Wilmette 

Hi Bridget, I watched last months meeting on youtube (your pink jacket looked great btw) and I 

thought I'd offer my opinion via email.  I live at 807 central. 

 

Bike lanes:  whatever.  not needed imo and I ride to metra every day.  You have the sidewalk for 

kids and greenleaf for more nervous cyclists.  It's not the worst idea if it slows central street 

down and makes it more tranquil.    People on that side of the street are going to be salty to lose 

their parking though, which I understand.  If you put the lanes in hopefully it can be in such a 

way that they can be removed if they don't work out or people pitch a fit. 

 

Reverse slanted parking spots:   sounds interesting.  might as well try it.  can always go back to 

old way if people are too uncoordinated to adjust 

 

Special pavers:  no opinion. 

 

a couple points: 

1)  there are some fast cars on central,  buses too.  could we get the speed limit lowered to 

25?  maybe a stop sign at 9th or 8th.   I know the report said the avg speed was near the limit but 



it didnt mention the distribution and I regularly notices cars zipping along well above safe 

speeds. 

 

2)  there is a curb that ticks out just west of the chase parking lot drive way before the tracks.  It 

ruined 2 of my tires and the tow truck driver who helped me said he's always getting calls for 

cars that have hit it.  I asked Russ Jensen about putting a bollard there to warn people.  Since 

doing so last fall three bollards have been destroyed and there is now a cone in their place.   I 

hope that the central ave project will fix this less than perfect design. 

 

Thanks for your time.  Good luck wed night. 

 

Chris Hart 

1.   Parking is fine the way it is.  Do not change 

2.  Backing in is a danger and not easy for many. 

3. Central one way is ridiculous! Works just fine. 

4. Parking on one side will hurt restaurants.  

5.  I live in Optima at corner of 11th and Central. Never a traffic problem.  

6. IF IT IS NOT BROKE DONT FIX IT!   

7.  Sounds like village paid a lot for advice not needed.   

8. The only change needed is stop sign at 11th and Central!  

 

   Bettye and Carl Raglin 

   705 11th Street  

 

Please use this opportunity to fulfill the "complete street" commitment when redoing Central 

Street. I support better roads for all modes of transportation, not limited to automobile, bike and 

foot traffic.  

 

Let's make our village even more appealing and accommodating.  

 

Best regards, 

Anne Mason 

Senior Program Leader and Trainer 

Connelly's Academy of Martial Arts 

"Reach, Teach and Inspire" 

Hello, 

unfortunately I will not be able to attend the public meeting on Central Avenue Reconstruction 

tomorrow night. I do want to express my sincere hope, though, that in the new plans considerable 

steps will be taken to make our village a more bike-friendly place. My three children bike to 

schools whenever it is not freezing, they bike to afternoon activities, and I am lucky enough to 

live close enough to work (3.5 miles) that I can do the same. I want them to be able to continue 

biking to as many places as they possibly can - for health, lifestyle, environmental, and common 

sense reasons! They will only be able to do that if streets are safe for them.  

Also, safer streets in Wilmette will encourage more people here to bike, or walk - a positive, self-

reinforcing effect that will hopefully lead to Wilmette being an example for alternative, more 

people-friendly and environmentally aware ways of transportation. 



Thank you for your attention. I am looking forward to hearing about the outcomes of tomorrow's 

meeting. 

Katja Steen 

I am writing to enthusiastically support the pedestrian and bicycle improvement initiative in 

Wilmette, IL on Central.   

 

My sincere apologies that I am unable to attend the meeting on May 3rd where this will be 

discussed as a community. 

 

Such improvements will enhance our community in Wilmette.  As a resident of Wilmette and as 

a parent of a child in Central School, our family deems these initiatives to be important to the 

vitality of Wilmette. 

 

Thank you for considering our voice in this important discussion. 

 

Nancy Martin on behalf of 

The Martin Family 

327 Sheridan Road 

Wilmette, IL 60091 

Dear Wilmette Municipal Services Committee, 

We are writing to ask for your consideration of adding bike-friendly infrastructure, such as bike 

lanes, during the Central Street reconstruction project.  As Wilmette parents of two young kids, 

and an avid biking family, we believe adding bike lanes on Central Ave would be a fantastic 

addition to our community.  It shows that we value physical activity and social connection, and it 

naturally builds a sense of community.  Connecting downtown Wilmette to the lakefront with 

bike lanes would provide children and families with easier bike access to lakefront activities and 

events.  It would also encourage folks to visit downtown on their bikes, maybe frequenting the 

business there instead of rushing through in their cars. 

 

We'd love to see more bike lanes in Wilmette overall, encouraging folks to get around town on 

their bikes. This is the perfect opportunity make Wilmette a more bike-friendly community. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Allison Buonamici & Glen Schon 

2710 Lincoln Lane 

Brigitte,  

 

I will try to make it to tomorrow night’s meeting, but wanted to send a quick note letting you 

know I am very much in favor of taking the opportunity to make Central Ave more bike and 

pedestrian friendly with the redesign project.   

 

You may recall I have emailed you several times about Frontage Road in West Wilmette.  We 

have been trying to get a sidewalk along that stretch of road for more than 12 years, even hoping 

to tie it in with the Com Ed lines when that becomes a bike path.  : )  

 



Well, there is good news with that.  The Cook County resurfacing project along Frontage (tied in 

with the Happ Road bridge reconsruction) will be making a 6 foot paved shoulder on the West 

side.  It is not quite a pedestrian striped walkway/bike path, but this is a huge improvement! 

 

We, in Western Wilmette, are watching the Central Ave project closely, as this is our opportunity 

to set the bar for future improvements around the village.   

 

As a pediatrician, I am always encouraging my patients to live a more active lifestyle, walking 

and biking more.  The obstacles to this are safe routes in which to do so.  

 

There is no great East-West bike trail in Wilmette yet, but if we can safely get downtown, this 

will allow us a safe route to the lake.  

 

Please consider incorporating things into the design that will allow a safer community for biking 

and walking.   

 

Mark Fenton brought up many options.  If some of these options are incorporated into the design, 

they will help make Wilmette a more friendly place to live and raise our children. 

 

Thanks for your consideration! 

 

Rachel Goodman 

 

Hi, Brigitte.  

 

It was nice to meet you in person at last month’s meeting regarding the Central Ave. project. 

Although I plan on attending tomorrow’s meeting, as well, I wanted to take this opportunity to 

share with you and the Board my concerns relative to the proposal that would ban parking on the 

south side of the street.  

 

As a parent of three small children – children who attend Central and enjoy riding their bicycles 

– I am interested in any changes to the neighborhood that enhance safety. While proponents for a 

shared lane for cars and bicycles (or “sharrows”) argue that this change will effectively make the 

neighborhood safer, those of us who live on Central and understand the realities of the street 

have concerns that go well beyond the loss of parking.  

 

 Eliminating parking will encourage increased speeds on a road that already has a 

speeding problem, while also requiring more pedestrians to cross the street – a very 

concerning combination. As Central widens east of downtown, the inclination for many 

drivers is to increase their speed. By the time they reach the 700 block, where I live, 

many are going well beyond the speed limit and either do not notice pedestrians waiting 

to use the crosswalk or simply are going too fast to stop. Data from numerous studies 

indicate that: 

o Wide streets with low parking density have a wide effective width and virtually 

no calming effect. In other words, without the influence of other moving or 

parked vehicles, this width of street promotes speed.” (Daisa James M. and John 

B. Peers, Narrow Residential Streets: Do They Really Slow Down Speeds?, ITE 

6th Annual Meeting Compendium of Technical Papers (1997)) 
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o “As street width increases, accidents per mile per year (a/m/y) increases 

exponentially … If a straight street is narrow and includes parking on both sides, 

the opportunity for decreasing a/m/y is enhanced.” (Swift, Peter, Residential 

Street Typology and Injury Accident Frequency) 

o “Just as wider streets encourage higher speeds, narrower street clearances have 

been shown to effect a reduction in average vehicle speeds. Residential streets 

with parked vehicles have been observed to experience lower average vehicle 

speeds.” (Ingley Kathleen, "Calming The Mean Streets: Strategy To Slow Drivers 

Brings Neighbors Peace", Arizona Republic, March 31, 1997) 

o “Narrower lanes in urban areas result in less aggressive driving and more ability 

to slow or stop a vehicle over a short distance to avoid collision. “Narrower 

Lanes, Safer Streets,” Dewan Masud Karim, P. Eng, PTOE, June 2015) 

 

 In the city of Chicago, sharrows have not proven successful as a safety measure and 

have led to only minimal increases in biker usage. A 2016 study commissioned by the 

Transportation Research Board conducted a comprehensive longitudinal analysis of 

census block groups in Chicago. Block groups were categorized in one of 3 categories: 

block groups with bike lanes installed, block groups with sharrows only, and block 

groups with no cycling infrastructure. The study found that: 

o Block groups with only sharrows installed were significantly less effective at 

reducing injuries per year per commuter than both block groups with bike lanes as 

well as block groups with no infrastructure. 

o Over time, ridership increased sixfold on streets with bike lanes, while the 

increases on roads with sharrows or no markings was minimal.  

 The CTA bus stops on nearly every block on the south side of Central Avenue, 

requiring it to pull across and block the path of bicycles. This is a liability for a route 

that local transportation advocates are touting for use by children. Unless the bus is 

rerouted, it is highly unlikely that many adults (experienced bikers or otherwise) – much 

less parents of small children – will feel comfortable using a shared lane.  

 

 We are attempting to increase biking traffic in a downtown area with narrow 

roadways that can’t safely accommodate it. Whether it’s cars waiting for/pulling into 

parking spots, pedestrian crossings, stopping buses, or car doors from parallel parked cars 

opening into traffic, navigating downtown can be chaotic in a car. On a bicycle, with the 

narrow roadway, it can be downright dangerous. While experienced bicyclists may be 

willing to do it, it is highly unlikely that amateur bikers or parents of young children will 

view it as a safe route.   

 

While safety concerns are paramount, I want to also take this opportunity to remind the Board, 

and the community at large, that the parking on Central is an important resource for many people 

– not just the local residents. It is used to accommodate visitors to Gilson Beach (particularly 

during the summer time and special events), overflow visitors to downtown, the Masonic 

Temple, Sukkat Shalom synagogue and Central Elementary, which does not have a faculty lot or 

a parking lot of any kind. It is not unusual for parking to extend down both sides of central for 

four blocks when the school holds an event. If displaced from Central Avenue, visitors to these 

facilities will create congestion and/or a parking shortage on the side streets.  

 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__vault.sierraclub.org_sprawl_articles_narrow.asp&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=qlS7lk4fzTkJ8u-efg8uf5F2TSQahQ33U-xZttew4h0&m=x6A8dStMc6sLdcwDxX6sfiG0z1qK9hSFR_tz6Gfp138&s=2ZP5WKvBPdQJQgAGDn1ZttfGqIEXI3D2JiFygqtVOTI&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__vault.sierraclub.org_sprawl_articles_narrow.asp&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=qlS7lk4fzTkJ8u-efg8uf5F2TSQahQ33U-xZttew4h0&m=x6A8dStMc6sLdcwDxX6sfiG0z1qK9hSFR_tz6Gfp138&s=2ZP5WKvBPdQJQgAGDn1ZttfGqIEXI3D2JiFygqtVOTI&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.academia.edu_12488747_Narrower-5FLanes-5FSafer-5FStreets-5FAccepted-5FPaper-5Ffor-5FCITE-5FConference-5FRegina-5FJune-5F2015-5F&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=qlS7lk4fzTkJ8u-efg8uf5F2TSQahQ33U-xZttew4h0&m=x6A8dStMc6sLdcwDxX6sfiG0z1qK9hSFR_tz6Gfp138&s=PuIfd-AGHPZm-lBwQoH3L15FoGOZ120-hViHdbnCWe0&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.academia.edu_12488747_Narrower-5FLanes-5FSafer-5FStreets-5FAccepted-5FPaper-5Ffor-5FCITE-5FConference-5FRegina-5FJune-5F2015-5F&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=qlS7lk4fzTkJ8u-efg8uf5F2TSQahQ33U-xZttew4h0&m=x6A8dStMc6sLdcwDxX6sfiG0z1qK9hSFR_tz6Gfp138&s=PuIfd-AGHPZm-lBwQoH3L15FoGOZ120-hViHdbnCWe0&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__trid.trb.org_view_1393928&d=DQMFAg&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=qlS7lk4fzTkJ8u-efg8uf5F2TSQahQ33U-xZttew4h0&m=x6A8dStMc6sLdcwDxX6sfiG0z1qK9hSFR_tz6Gfp138&s=5f43hNGyN8DH3-cRYtQAG5ckT9ReHb3sU7sTQkGrBOk&e=


I am hopeful that the Board will take the time review and consider the studies cited above, as 

well as other safety-related concerns voiced by local residents, when making decisions about the 

future of Central Avenue.  

 

Regards, 

Jenifer Giller 

715 Central Avenue 

Dear Brigitte, 

I live at 629 Central Avenue and respectfully submit the following objections to putting a bike 

lane on Central Avenue and restricting parking to a single side of the street: 

- There is an existing bicycle route on Greenleaf, one block parallel to the proposed bike lane.  

- The Greenleaf route ties in nicely to the Green Bay Trail and is on a lower traffic street than 

Central so would seem to be safer. 

- We do not have a driveway at our house so parking in front is essential for loading and 

unloading groceries and other (sometimes heavy) items, children (now grandchildren), aging 

parents, etc. This is more than a simple convenience.  

- Needing to traverse the street across bus, car and bike traffic to get to our front door could be a 

safety hazard. 

 

Your consideration is greatly appreciated. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Tom Hidder 

 

Thomas L. Hidder 629 Central Avenue Wilmette, IL 60091 

I understand there is a possibility of instituting reverse angle parking in Wilmette and am writing 

in the hope that the Village will decide against this option. I have always admired drivers capable 

of backing in to angled parking spots, but I have never been able to do it myself. If this change 

occurs in downtown Wilmette, it will severely limit my ability to shop there. 

 

Sincerely, 

 

Susanna Epp 

808 Ashland Ave 

Wilmette, IL 60091 

I have lived in Wilmette for more than 40 years.  The downtown has never seemed so vibrant 

and prosperous! 

 

I have read the reasons you listed for opposing reverse angle parking and many of those reasons 

are excellent reasons to oppose this plan. 

 

I have two significant reasons to oppose reverse angle parking: 

 

1) Larger SUVs are now the norm for many families (I have no idea why).  The ability to drive 

these vehicles is limited to a small number of owners.  There is no way that the majority of large 

SUV owners will be able to back into a parking space.  Accidents will skyrocket. 



 

2) Another reason to oppose this place is that in the winter inept drivers will be spinning their 

vehicles trying to get out of spaces with ice and snow piled up near the curb.   They will be 

throwing this snow onto unsuspecting pedestrians. 

 

An all around ill conceived plan!! 

 

Bob Reichner 

807 Chestnut Avenue 

Just an observation from a resident (me and my wife) at 1204 Gregory: 

 

I've seen back in parking on a couple of occasions  (primarily a random retail stretch last year in 

downtown Des Moines IA, my hometown) and it is incredibly confusing and doesn't appear to 

make things any safer for motorists or pedestrians.  In fact I would argue the confusion would 

make it worse.   

 

Also here is some evidence of trial and failure elsewhere in 

Iowa: http://www.thegazette.com/subject/news/government/local/motorists-cheer-as-back-in-

parking-era-ends-in-cedar-rapids-20160707 

 

What purpose does it really serve?    You either have to back in prior to parking or exiting your 

parking spot. I would think that backing up prior to parking would only make traffic worse.    

 

Regards, 

Ben 

Benjamin Schmitt 

 

Just thinking, furthermore, I'd rather see the Village/police crack down on idiot drivers who are 

either speeding or not paying attention.  One of the huge benefits of Wilmette is walkability and 

we take full advantage.   Unfortunately there are too many drivers who have nearly run down 

pedestrians and completely ignore traffic signs, are driving unnecessarily fast.   Just this morning 

someone didn't even bother stopping for a 4 way stop near my house.  And that's in addition to 

the vast majority that don't truly stop.  And last week my wife while walking with my kids along 

side her had to yell at a driver wondering if he was going to stop while they had a walk sign 

downtown at Central and Wilmette.   

 

I wouldn't mind seeing a 20 mph speed limit on all residential streets as well (except for perhaps 

Lake, Green Bay, and Sheridan).  This is not a wide open suburb with great visibility and large 

distances between roads and houses, we have skinny streets, many short parkways, and lots of 

parked cars.   

 

Thanks, 

Ben 

 

Benjamin Schmitt 

 

 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.thegazette.com_subject_news_government_local_motorists-2Dcheer-2Das-2Dback-2Din-2Dparking-2Dera-2Dends-2Din-2Dcedar-2Drapids-2D20160707&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=qlS7lk4fzTkJ8u-efg8uf5F2TSQahQ33U-xZttew4h0&m=ApIKBndyJ88N5DOdUtbpUhHLcDBakLF0Z4Yn1UnIWlc&s=JwXek9pLtTLexPGp1tPt8qePrH_SwgstD1xYQEpmgek&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.thegazette.com_subject_news_government_local_motorists-2Dcheer-2Das-2Dback-2Din-2Dparking-2Dera-2Dends-2Din-2Dcedar-2Drapids-2D20160707&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=qlS7lk4fzTkJ8u-efg8uf5F2TSQahQ33U-xZttew4h0&m=ApIKBndyJ88N5DOdUtbpUhHLcDBakLF0Z4Yn1UnIWlc&s=JwXek9pLtTLexPGp1tPt8qePrH_SwgstD1xYQEpmgek&e=


Hi, 

My name is Bruce Lyon and I live at 2210 Elmwood in Wilmette with my wife Mary Alice.  I 

have lived in Wilmette my entire life, 57 years.   We are writing to express our opposition to the 

idea which has been raised to have reverse angle parking on Central in downtown Wilmette.  We 

think this idea makes no sense and would increase congestion and accidents and decrease public 

safety.  It appears that the idea is based in large measure in an attempt to create some type of a 

bike lane through downtown.  We think this would create a dangerous situation.  Wilmette has a 

number of elderly residents and this set up would confuse people and then backing into a spot 

could lead to more accidents.  We think it could lead people to avoid going to downtown 

Wilmette.  The Village has done a wonderful job over the past years revitalizing downtown 

Wilmette with stores and restaurants.  Initiating reverse angle parking would be a good way to 

undo all the good that has occurred.  

In terms of biking in downtown, what would make the most sense would be to have bike racks 

on the edges of downtown to allow bikers to ride to downtown park their bikes and then walk 

through the downtown area.  If people want to ride through it would make more sense to direct 

them a couple blocks north or south to avoid the congestion of people and cars downtown.   

We appreciate the opportunity to register our opinion and hope that you reject the idea of reverse 

angle parking.  Please respond to this email so that we know it has been received.  Thank you, 

 

Bruce and Mary Alice Lyon 

2210 Elmwood Avenue 

Wilmette Il. 60091  

 

 

I am writing in support of the Wilmette Citizens for Active Transportation and their 

recommendations regarding the Central Street Reconstruction Project that will be discussed 

tonight at Village Hall.  

 

As a resident of West Wilmette and frequent bike rider, I would love to see safer bike routes all 

the way to Gillson and through Downtown Wilmette. I really think it would be a mistake to 

invest so much time and money into a reconstruction project that doesn't consider the lack of safe 

East/West routes in Wilmette.  

 

Thank you for you're time! 

 

Linnea Johnson 

2524 Old Glenview Rd 

 

 

Dear Committee: 

 

I wanted to share one more item with you in advance of this evening's meeting. Anne Nagle, of 

WCAT, requested accident reports from the Wilmette Police Department, and compiled them on 

a spreadsheet. WCAT then mapped the accidents on a Google Map, here. We have shared this 

back to the Police Department. 

 

We do not know how Wilmette compares to other municipalities of similar size from an accident 

standpoint, however, the data do make clear that Wilmette has its share of accidents, and a 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__drive.google.com_open-3Fid-3D10Yvxhuu1xcf5zbsjHXvZ-2DQXF7Jc-26usp-3Dsharing&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=qlS7lk4fzTkJ8u-efg8uf5F2TSQahQ33U-xZttew4h0&m=Y4qqkYEiJc4Is6AvF2gKn53Vv77w7tBpWEWfYWqYLT8&s=PQ5rdQrPJbYbpVy7BUTk2ja1yOfxUVRSdHKKwIriKps&e=


substantial number of them occur when cars are backing up. The Panera parking lot is obviously 

something of a hotspot. 

 

I am glad to share the underlying spreadsheet if it would be helpful. 

 

Very truly yours, 

 

Ken Obel 

 
 

 
Making the village safer for bike travel will attract and encourage more young families who want 

to ride their bikes around town to enjoy all that Wilmette has to offer 

 

Diane Schaffner  

2326 Birchwood  

Wilmette  

 
 

I cannot think of a more stupid idea. Plus you would have to reposition the slants on all the 

parking spots at a cost to us. Has this  been done in any other village?   Can you imagine the tie 

ups! Bad idea.  

 

Marty & Stephie Fernholz 

630 Washington Ave.  

 



Dear Wilmette Planners, I support any project making Wilmette more bicycle friendly, including 

this project.  Thanks for your consideration.  Pete Brennan, Glenview 

 

 

Seems to be unpopular where tried. Google. What is needed is additional parking. I'll try to make 

the meeting.  

Retta Glavin 

Wilmette 

 

 
Hi, 

 

I cannot be at the meeting tonight at the Village Hall but wanted to let you know, as a long-term 

Wilmette resident, my wife and I are strongly against the proposal for back-in parking in the 

village center. We believe it would be very confusing and potentially more dangerous than the 

current parking situation. 

 

Why is this proposal even being considered? 

 

Kathy and Louis Stauber  

 

 
Hello, 

Regarding back in parking, I think it would be a terrible switch for wilmette. I would not feel 

safe walking with my 3 children on the sidewalk knowing that cars were essentially backing into 

our walking area. I would plan to shop and go out in surrounding towns in lieu of being in 

downtown wilmette. 

Thanks for your consideration, 

Laura Geiger 

2125 Chestnut 

 

 
I am opposed to reverse parking and agree with all of the objections raised by the Kenilworth/ 

Wilmette Chambers of Commerce. I am a resident of Wilmette. 

 

Mary Alayne Schwartz 

 

 

Parking      

 

I am sorry can not make the meeting.  I am not in favor of back in parking 

 

Debbie Levitan 

428 Skokie  

wilmette IL 60091 



Can't attend the meeting but I would like to voice my opinion that I am opposed to back in 

parking.  

Wilmette resident 

 

Brigitte, 

Re: Central Ave Parking 

 

I have lived in Wilmette nearly all my life. My opinion of diagonal parking is that it is more 

dangerous than the current parallel parking. 

 

Diagonal parking has many unintended consequences that are more likely to cause pedestrian 

and bicyclist fatalities.  

 

Parallel parking: the driver signals to the right, slows down, stops, looks in rear and side view 

mirror and backs slowly into the open space. 

 

Diagonal parking: according to online research it is more timely, and the auto is exposed over 

more street square footage prior to parking. 

 

Exit Parallel parking: look to side view mirror prior to exiting. Slowly exiting. 

 

Exit Diagonal parking: predict, drivers will exit without looking and viewing, and they will exit 

much more quickly than parallel parkers. 

 

As a bicyclist, riding along Central, I would prefer parallel parking. I can view the car lights on 

or flashing when a care is occupied and exiting, which results in slowing down my ride. I can 

view the car slowly pulling out. None of these features will be available to bicyclist if there are 

diagonal exits. 

 

I would like you to recall the 1960's fatal accident on Linden ave when a driver accidently put 

her car in reverse instead of forward and drove into the Jewel store and killed a woman.  

 

If diagonal parking is allowed on Central St., I predict that a fatal accident will occur at the 

Wilmette Theatre location or elsewhere. Someone, will accidently place their car in reverse and 

kill the pedestrian walking on the sidewalk. Or, that a drive will pull out too quickly and kill a 

bicyclist, who didn't slow down in time. 

 

Finally, I think this proposed diagonal parking is insulting to Wilmette residents, it's basically 

implying that we do not have the skills or experience to parallel park. I suggest you consider 

waiting a few years and reviewing the research of other towns that have diagonal parking, similar 

in scope and size to Wilmette, and then decide. 

 

Thanks for your consideration, Tom 

 

 

Thomas C. Scanlan 

1005 Chesnut Ave 

Wilmette IL 60091 



To the members of the Wilmette Municipal Services Committee, 

I wanted to express our support of redesigning Central Avenue in a way that accommodates all 

users of the road. For example, creating shared bike lanes would be terrific. Downtown Wilmette 

continues to attract more people of all ages and abilities.  Not making Central Street more 

accessible to all – when we had the opportunity - would be a huge loss to our community.   

Thank you.  

Lisa and Brian Fabes 

108 Woodbine Ave 

Wilmette 

Dear Village trustees and Ms. Berger, 

Thank you for accepting my comments on Central Ave. I attended that last public hearing but am 

not able to attend at 1700 hrs tonight. 

For 28 years I have lived a block south of Central Ave at 8th and Greenleaf. I avoid using my car 

whenever possible and love this town for its walkability, bike-ability and public transportation. 

As one who averages about 16 miles cycling each day, I think it would be a mistake to replace 

parking on Central with dedicated bike lanes. When one’s on a bike, it is a small matter to head a 

block south to Greenleaf. When laid out, Greenleaf incorporated the right of way of the North 

Shore Electric train, so it has the width to accommodate cyclists, motorists and parking. Owing 

to its not connecting directly to Sheridan, Greenleaf has less auto traffic competing with the 

bikes. 

Think also of the consequences of banning parking from one side of Central Ave east of 11th. 

The parking for the school and synagogue would be forced onto the north-south streets. Illegal 

and legal parking on both sides of 8th street, for instance, make it impossible for fire trucks or 

other large vehicles to get through. 

In summary, there is much we can do for Central Ave simply by upgrading utilities and repaving 

it. Trying to make it “all things to all people“ by eliminating parking spots for the sake of 

dedicated bike lanes would direct excess congestion on the downtown blocks. It is no problem to 

travel east-west on Greenleaf. Negotiating the commercial areas and crossing Green Bay Road in 

any event requires care and full attention if a cyclist wants to be safe. 

Thank you for considering my opinion. 

 

Ron Meyer 

610 8th Street 

 

 
I live at the SE corner of Central Ave. and 11th St. and understand that the large electrical box 

located there may be moved.  To what location?  Not further south on 11th St. I hope. 

 

Thank you, 

Marianne Roderick  



 

 
Dear Committee- 

 

I believe there needs to be more done to make our village bike and pedestrian friendly.  There is 

very little parking and it is hard to find a bike rack.  Now that does not make sense!   

 

Let's make our community feel more like a community and encourage health alternatives to 

driving like biking and walking.   

 

Consider safety and route improvements offered by Wilmette Citizens for Active Transportation. 

 

Yours Heidi Mayer 

 

 
Dear Brigitte, 

We have been unable to attend the past meetings involving the Central Avenue project and were 

planning to attend the meeting today than noticed it was scheduled for 5 pm.  This is quite 

disappointing since it doesn’t allow for those of us who work to be present.  As a result, we are 

providing our feedback below. 

Bike Lane—Our firm perspective is that option #1 should be implemented—i.e., no bike 

lanes.  There is no reason to squeeze these in when we have a great alternative for bikers on 

Greenleaf.  In addition, Central Avenue can be quite busy with buses, service trucks and lots of 

other vendors serving the area that it just doesn’t make any sense when there are better/safer 

options. 

Back-in Diagonal Parking—We are not in favor of this.  We have many new drivers in the area 

that would have a problem with this.  We also believe that it would affect the businesses along 

Central since it is so awkward that people might forego stopping if they have to spent 10 minutes 

parking. 

Additional important comment on Central School drop off /pick up line. 

We reviewed the PowerPoint presentation and noticed that the consultants reviewed the Central 

School drop off in the morning.  We were quite disappointed this was not observed in the 

afternoon for pick-ups—which is quite different.   

Parents and caregivers line up very early to pick up their kids and idle during that time in front 

of our home and others on our block.  Half of the time they block the alley and the intersection of 

8th street making it hard to get to or out of our driveway.  This pick-up method seems absolutely 

unnecessary--seems like a convenience of parents.   It worked well when the parents/caregivers 

parked on the street and walked to pick up their kids or the kids walked a half block to the 

car.  This needs to be re-considered . . . and we don’t believe “no idling signs” in front of our 

home is the answer.  Let’s reinstate parking—its safe, good for he environment, keeps our 

windows a little cleaner and reduces the stress level for residents/parents/kids. 



Wilmette is a safe and beautiful place to live and reworking Central Avenue needs to be in 

keeping with those characteristics.  The bike lane or shared lane has little value and the 

Central school line up process needs to be more balanced and respectful to the people that 

live near the school. 

We look forward to seeing what the discussion at this meeting brings. 

Sincerely, 

Chris Boris and Bill Jeffers 

812 Central 

Comments received late afternoon on 5-3 through 5-8-17 

 

Ms. Berger-Raish: 

 

Regarding the Central Ave. reconstruction project, I have a number of questions and several 

comments. 

 

1. General 
Why does a wealthy community like Wilmette receive a grant when there are thousands of 

places in the Chicago area that desperately need reconstruction and revitalization? 

In applying for this grant, what exactly did the Village propose to do? Do I need to file a freedom 

of information request to get this information, or is it available somewhere at the Village Hall? 

Shouldn't the flood problem in west Wilmette be the major focus of any reconstruction? 

If there is one place in Wilmette that needs revitalization, it is the Post Office. Is there any way 

to put pressure on USPS to properly maintain this building? 

 

2. Hanging Baskets 
Who is going to plant, maintain, water, etc. the hanging baskets that have seem to have already 

been approved.  Will they be allowed to become brown and dried out like the Christmas 

decorations that are put up before Thanksgiving?  

Will they be dripping water on pedestrians?  Will winds blow the dirt onto the outdoor diners' 

food.  Will the baskets be properly secured in the event of storms.  

I feel the money to be spent on the baskets would be better spent on ground level plants. The area 

surrounding the train station, and the crosswalks near the tracks, are in need of sprucing up and 

even the Village Hall grounds are not always properly maintained. 

 

3. Bike Lanes 
It really does seem an injustice to deprive Central Ave. residents of the right to park in front of 

their homes, just for the sake of a few cyclists.  Getting groceries, children, the handicapped, and 

the elderly out of vehicles and safely across the street will now be a very real problem. 

A bicycle lane would only increase congestion in the downtown area and pedestrians would now 

have to check three lanes of traffic before venturing into the crosswalk. (And, do you really think 

cyclists, known for their flaunting of traffic laws, will really stop for the person in the crosswalk. 

My bet is that they will just try to swerve around them.)  

 

 



4. Reverse Parking 
I feel this is a strange solution to a problem that does not exist. It seems more like a fad that 

someone wants to try, just because they saw it somewhere else and it is something new. 

There are hundreds of people who live in the Village downtown area who do not want to pass 

through clouds of exhaust every time we go for a walk. No parent wants carbon monoxide 

blowing in their children’s faces. No diner wants exhaust floating into their salad. No elderly 

person will be looking forward to learning how to reverse into a parking space. No commercial 

business owner wants exhaust blowing into their store/restaurant/office.  

  

Below are links to articles and videos about how reverse parking proposals fared in other 

communities. Some places looked into this change and decided against it. In others, I was 

implemented and received much negative feedback.  

http://www.mlive.com/news/kalamazoo/index.ssf/2015/03/road_diets_in_southwest_michig.html 

  

http://www.davisvanguard.org/2010/09/staff-report-recommends-against-pursuing-reserve-

angle-parking-on-second-street/ 

  

http://www.heraldtribune.com/article/LK/20131126/News/605216297/SH/ 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j2qzRiNT3Fw 

  

http://www.heraldtribune.com/news/20130908/reverse-angle-parking-not-always-popular 

  

5. April 6th Meeting  

At the last meeting, I was very unhappy with the little consideration shown by the Board 

members for how the proposed changes would affect pedestrians, merchants, elderly drivers, 

outdoor diners, central Village residents, and Central St. homeowners. 

  

Thank you for spending some time reading this email. I hope you will consider my comments of 

some use when deciding on these issues. 

 

Jo Ann Murphy 

724 12th St. #311 

Opposed to back in parking 

 

Paul Oberlin 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

From: Bettye Raglin  

Sent: Wednesday, May 3, 2017 9:55 PM 

To: Berger, Brigitte <bergerb@wilmette.com> 

Subject: Re: Central Street  

 

Went to the meeting tonight and liked the outcome.  Well run but a timer might be a good thing. 

   Bettye  

 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.mlive.com_news_kalamazoo_index.ssf_2015_03_road-5Fdiets-5Fin-5Fsouthwest-5Fmichig.html&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=qlS7lk4fzTkJ8u-efg8uf5F2TSQahQ33U-xZttew4h0&m=az1dC-erEK1MIDxYUzwWr8PFgMNhvTSKMSyfIavf3ls&s=svS_BuId304sz39gH5DMWSAMvuKvLRS0WkGqoVo7KFE&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.davisvanguard.org_2010_09_staff-2Dreport-2Drecommends-2Dagainst-2Dpursuing-2Dreserve-2Dangle-2Dparking-2Don-2Dsecond-2Dstreet_&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=qlS7lk4fzTkJ8u-efg8uf5F2TSQahQ33U-xZttew4h0&m=az1dC-erEK1MIDxYUzwWr8PFgMNhvTSKMSyfIavf3ls&s=5l8gdiUzqxREwcbJ3o6hRTDk6yCWOtawbydK_gHoSr8&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.davisvanguard.org_2010_09_staff-2Dreport-2Drecommends-2Dagainst-2Dpursuing-2Dreserve-2Dangle-2Dparking-2Don-2Dsecond-2Dstreet_&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=qlS7lk4fzTkJ8u-efg8uf5F2TSQahQ33U-xZttew4h0&m=az1dC-erEK1MIDxYUzwWr8PFgMNhvTSKMSyfIavf3ls&s=5l8gdiUzqxREwcbJ3o6hRTDk6yCWOtawbydK_gHoSr8&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.heraldtribune.com_article_LK_20131126_News_605216297_SH_&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=qlS7lk4fzTkJ8u-efg8uf5F2TSQahQ33U-xZttew4h0&m=az1dC-erEK1MIDxYUzwWr8PFgMNhvTSKMSyfIavf3ls&s=3h_duFqd6s2x-lS6DwwGAcGJTPdWv_FIGzMZCP0Y9ko&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.youtube.com_watch-3Fv-3Dj2qzRiNT3Fw&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=qlS7lk4fzTkJ8u-efg8uf5F2TSQahQ33U-xZttew4h0&m=az1dC-erEK1MIDxYUzwWr8PFgMNhvTSKMSyfIavf3ls&s=6kMr5X9LdbqCP4Jdcu0avaxFhb2LOJWDoYuPXnEuczs&e=
https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__www.heraldtribune.com_news_20130908_reverse-2Dangle-2Dparking-2Dnot-2Dalways-2Dpopular&d=DQMFaQ&c=euGZstcaTDllvimEN8b7jXrwqOf-v5A_CdpgnVfiiMM&r=qlS7lk4fzTkJ8u-efg8uf5F2TSQahQ33U-xZttew4h0&m=az1dC-erEK1MIDxYUzwWr8PFgMNhvTSKMSyfIavf3ls&s=za8J9sEjpeEHS9Fn7IhZp_tjKd7fB6OuAwbBOn589VQ&e=


Brigitte, the last time we talked was over the crosswalk on Sheridan Rd. near Plaza del Lago.  It 

is helping, but the long unbroken strings of cars at busy times does make getting across Sheridan 

at 10th a challenge. 

 

I thought the decision on bicycle traffic on the new Central St. was probably right.  Some 

additional thoughts: 

1. No one mentioned that bicyclists often like to ride at least two abreast.  That would not 

work on Central. 

2. We didn’t settle on how to get from Greenleaf to Sheridan (and to Gilson Park).   Riding 

from Greenleaf, north on 3rd to Washington and back to the Gilson underpass is not 

going to be attractive to bicyclists.   I imagine if they ride north on 3rd to Washington, 

they will opt to ride one more block north on the sidewalk to Lake St. and cross at the 

light. 

3. My two highest priorities for bicycling are to have a safe way to get from East Wilmette 

to the North Branch Trail (best solution may be a new access path in Winnetka north of 

Willow Rd.), and to get across Hazel Ave. in Glencoe when on Green Bay Trail (we need 

a bridge, this is dangerous with kids).  As for getting around Wilmette – that is a 

challenge, especially in the East Historical District with the street pavers. 

 

--John Schladweiler 

1630 Sheridan Road  Suite 8E 

Wilmette IL 60091 

 

To the members of the Wilmette Municipal Services Committee, 

  

I wanted to express our support of redesigning Central Avenue in a way that creates shared bike 

lanes. Wilmette would continue to attract businesses and families with a bike accessible 

community that is safe for children and familie. 

 

Thank you. 

Kevin Crowe 

2527 Laurel Lane 

To whom this may concern:  

I was unable to attend tonight's meeting on the Central Avenue Reconstruction Project. 

Nevertheless, I would like to make the point that the Village of Wilmette should, whenever 

possible and practicable, construct biker safe and friendly traffic patterns and street designs.  I 

believe the way of the future is cycling as transportation in addition to increased use of mass 

transit and ride share with autonomous vehicles.  The latter two are enhanced with increased 

infrastructure for bicycle use.  Let's make our investment work well today and in the near future.  

 

Thank you for all that you do and consider when making these important decisions. 

Steve Kolmin 

 

472 Highcrest Drive 

Wilmette, IL 60091 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 



 

 

Hello, I live near the North Branch trail in Glenview and am in New Trier Township, school dist 

37.  

 

I ride my bike east to the Wilmette train station twice a week. I used to take Lake Ave (and ride 

on the sidewalks- impractical) but now it do the route with the 'way finding' signs via Glenview 

Ave up Locust, past Highcrest, etc. While that ride is lovely, it takes me out of my way. I don't 

see why I have to be inconvenienced with a longer ride just for safety and practicality, I am a 

commuter as well. 

 

This is my way of saying that Wilmette should be applauded for adopting complete streets and 

they should follow that philosophy for this project. If not now, when???? 

 

Thank you, 

 

Dorothy Elfring 

1313 Sherwood Rd 

Glenview, IL 

 

I would lik show support for having the Central Street Project increase the availability of bike 

lanes. Since bike riding is prohibited on Lake Ave, why not make a safe bike lane to travel from 

Village Center to the Lakefront.  Perhaps only having parking along one side of Central and 

having a two-way dedicated bike path on the other side would accomplish this.  Also, I am not 

sure about having backin parking in the downtown; it sounds like a rather tricky maneuver to 

accomplish in all kinds of weather. 

 

Ed Zieserl 

1325 Maple Av 

Wilmette, IL 60091 

 

We are currently out of town & will be unable to make tonight's meeting. I have seen this 

proposed parking method in action in Wauwatosa, WI, a village of similar size and activity to 

Wilmette. It is a disaster- confusing to drivers & very unsafe for pedestrians (in a state where 

jaywalkers are ticketed, unlike Illinois). I acknowledge that Wilmette now has a significant 

parking issue downtown, thanks to the success of our many of our local businesses, but this is 

not an appropriate solution. I would strongly advise a visit to Wauwatosa to see this plan in 

action. 

HIlde Hutchins  

 

Love all the ideas generated; the only one I'm not sure about is making Central Street one way. 

Glad to see the improvements suggested - planters and benches, encouraging traffic to slow 

down down, encouraging pedestrian safety and improve bicycle safety and access. Also like the 

Central Street and Green Bay bumpout. 

Regards, 

Tom Jones 

Wilmette, IL 



I'm writing to voice my concern regarding the proposal to put back in parking in the downtown 

shopping district.  

 

Like many moms in the village I drive a large SUV. Backing in a parking spot, even with a rear 

view camera, is difficult and dangerous. Backing out of a spot is much easier and safer.  I find 

most drivers patient while I'm backing out and do the same when someone is backing out in front 

of me. My older children are starting to drive and I'm concerned about them having to back into 

parking spots as well.   

 

I also worry about our older residents who may have trouble parking backwards. As you know 

there have been recent incidents of older drivers accidentally driving into walls at Plaza de Lago 

and into the Wilmette library when pulling out of a parking spot. Luckily no one was hurt but 

backing in a parking spot is hard enough for most people let alone older drivers.  

 

Our downtown area has many unique stores that my family frequents on a regular basis because 

there is quick and easy access. Back in parking would make us less inclined to shop there.  

 

Thank you for hearing my concerns 

 

Shari Hartman  

1000 Sheridan rd  

15 year Wilmette resident 

I am writing to urge the Municipal Services Committee to consider the importance of all forms 

of transportation in the improvement of Central Avenue. Shared bike lanes combined with 

angled parking would provide an important east-west access route between downtown and the 

lakefront for multiple modes of transportation. This is one of the critical infrastructure issues in 

attracting more opportunity to Wilmette.  I do not believe a reduction in parking spaces on this 

stretch of road will cause any inconvenience; the street parking never appears fully utilized when 

I travel on Central Ave.  

Please support the proposal which best enhances the community for all.  

 

Jefferson Rogers  

1023 1/2 Linden Avenue 

Wilmette 

Dear Ms. Berger: 

I cannot be at the meeting tonight to discuss reverse angle parking. I  would, however, like to 

make the following comments: 

1.  After reading the various articles and opinions expressed on this issue I have not been able to 

come to a conclusion on whether or not this is a good idea for downtown Wilmette.  Hopefully 

you will have another meeting to discuss it further, or allow more time before a vote is taken so 

that more people can be involved and educated regarding the pros and cons of the issue.  If you 

have already done so, then I apologize for coming into the conversation a bit late. Or, perhaps 

you can simply have a trial period for this new mode of parking. 

2.  I feel very strongly that the Village of Wilmette should spend as much time on other 

transportation issues such as pedestrian safety, increasing bike lanes,installing traffic lights that 



actually let people cross the street, than it does for parking cars.  Much time is spent on issues 

related to cars and where to park them.  Much time is spent on planning and building more and 

wider roads that encourage more cars instead of alternative modes of transportation that are 

safer, cleaner and actually more efficient people movers. We are living in an area that is one of 

the most congested in the nation.  We should try to discourage people from always driving and 

not always accommodate the need for everyone to be able to drive and park to every destination.   

Other cities all over the world are actually encouraging people not to drive into the City 

Center.  Many cities such as London, Paris and Madrid have car free days or charge fees to enter 

the city.  They also designate parts of the City totally car free.  There are many ways to create a 

viable City/downtown area and it does not always involve creating more parking spaces, or 

accommodating people who need to drive everywhere. 

 

We live in an area that is becoming more and more congested, louder, more polluted and more 

dangerous.  I often find it very difficult to cross the streets in Wilmette. There are areas such as 

Ridge Road where during morning or pm rush hours,  you wait forever to cross because of the 

speeding cars.  I have sometimes tried to cross at Walnut and Ridge where there is a designated 

pedestrian crosswalk, and often cars ignore it and do not let me cross.   Then of course there is 

Greenbay road and the many crosswalks where you also wait forever to cross the street, and then 

are given very limited time to actually cross. It is always about the cars. We need to give 

pedestrians an equal chance to get to where they are going safely and easily. 

 

What about encouraging people to take the bus, the train or walk?  We are blessed to have a 

Metra station, the CTA and numerous PACE buses that have routes that travel all over 

the  suburbs and into Chicago.  I have lived car free in Wilmette for almost 20 years.  I ride the 

PACE bus to work and it is safe, on time, clean and customer friendly.   I also take the METRA 

and often the L to get to wherever I need to go.  I am not advocating that everyone get rid of their 

cars, but to encourage them to use the excellent public transportation that we have.  At least once 

in a while.  Often I  see the PACE buses with only one or two passengers while the streets in 

Wilmette and other suburbs are jammed with cars hardly moving.  We need to seriously think 

about ways to decrease the noise, pollution, congestion and safety issues caused by increased car 

traffic.    

Please remember, it is not always about cars.  Alternate modes of transportation should be 

strongly promoted by the Village and supported. 

 

Thank you. 

Olga Domchenko 

Wilmette Resident 

Please consider this as a vote in support of shared biking lanes on our Wilmette streets.  With the 

number of increased bikers, both local and those riding through, this is the safest way for all of 

us to share the road.  

 

Thanks for your consideration, 

 

Anne Murphy  

Hi Brigitte 



I am a resident of Wilmette and also a member of the Chamber. I will be unable to attend the 

meeting today about reverse angle parking, but wanted to voice my opposition to the 

proposed reverse angle parking in downtown Wilmette. 

 

I have read several articles about the use of this in other towns and it appears that the main 

benefit is that it provides for more parking spaces than parallel parking does. In our case, we will 

not be replacing parallel parking, so we would not enjoy that benefit. 

 

I am told that cyclists believe this is a safer than forward angle parking because motorists can see 

cyclists and pedestrians as they pull out of a space. But they cannot see them very well when 

they are backing into the spot. There would also be traffic tie-ups as cars are waiting for people 

to pull forward and then reverse into the parking spot. 

 

Furthermore, many of us are challenged to park in reverse, so we are likely to hit another car 

when trying to do so. I have read that in other areas people avoided coming to town in order to 

avoid the challenges of reverse angle parking. The result is that local businesses suffered from 

decrease revenues. 

 

Finally, reverse angle parking will mean that car exhaust will go into open shop doors as well as 

bothering restaurant patrons who are eating outside during warm weather months. 

 

In summary, I believe that the proposed reverse angle parking has more drawbacks than benefits 

and I hope the Village will not vote to pursue it. 

 

Sincerely, 

Anne West 

2042 Beechwood Ave., Wilmette 
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From: Julie Yusim [mailto:julie@wilmettekenilworth.com]  
Sent: Thursday, April 27, 2017 4:27 PM 
To: Braiman, Michael <braimanm@wilmette.com> 
Subject: Trustee materials May 3 meeting 

Dear Mike: 

Attached are additional materials we would like to submit to the President Bielinski and the Trustees prior to the May 3 
meeting on reverse angle parking. 

PETITION 

 53 Downtown Wilmette business owners signed a petition opposing reverse angle parking. (see attached)
SURVEY 

 To the survey that was distributed to 226 Wilmette businesses, we received 51 responses. 40 respondents
oppose; 7 are in favor; and 5 are undecided. (some of the respondents gave comments; see attached)

Additionally, here is a link to an article about the repeal of back in parking in 
Portland  http://www.pressherald.com/2016/04/22/portland‐reverses‐course‐on‐spring‐street‐parking‐changes/ . 

Thank you for passing this information to the Trustees. 

Sincerely, 

Julie Yusim, Executive Director 
Wilmette/Kenilworth Chamber of Commerce 
351 Linden Ave, Wilmette 60091 
847‐251‐3800 

***Please note that the chamber’s new email address is julie@wilmettekenilworth.com and 
info@wilmettekenilworth.com.  Please update our contact information.*** 









Answer Respondent
Mixed feelings adamselectricco@att.net

I don't know yet grafeedie@coworkersllc.com

OK perhaps after it becomes more common and people get used to it info@gmcleaners.com

need to see what it looks/feels like mgeorge@musicinst.org

no opinion anelson@lightoperaworks.org

Answer Respondent
Bad idea    Not safe merryjuell@atproperties.com

Outdoor dining would be negatively impacted due to exhaust being right up against tsbles at establishments with outdoor dining josh@napolitapizza.com

I have spent much time in Seattle, WA, where there is back-in parking (not everywhere) and it is much easier entering traffic when leaving a parking spot than backing into traffic. However it should not be everywhere, as proposed. adamselectricco@att.net

con

As a business owner, I am very much opposed to back in parking.  Outdoor seating at local restaurants is one of the many quaint aspects of our downtown, but with back in parking there will be exhaust blowing onto the sidewalks and diners. This parking will also add 

significant congestion to the downtown as people have to stop and wait for people to try to back in. There is also a significant safety concern at the prospect of older and younger drivers trying to maneuver their cars into spots. jenbmarino@gmail.com

Some drivers do not have the skills or confidence to back into a spot, therefore causing even more issues. ehoffmanwest@ameritech.net

I don't enough about the benefits to be opposed to it. grafeedie@coworkersllc.com

Aside from watching some parking over the many years in the village center, pulling in is easier for most people, than backing in.  It is also not desirable to have exhaust heading toward pedestrians, or the fumes coming into our businesses. info@lambrechtsjewelers.com

I try to avoid trying to find parking in that area now. Back in parking takes the drivers longer to maneuver and will create mor congestion and possibly accidents. I try to avoid back in parking whenever possible. heritage.trail@yahoo.com

You cannot be serious!  Is Back-In Parking really being considered or are you just testing us to see if we are paying attention?  There is nothing to recommend back-in parking.  It will cause congestion as drivers have to first pull up and then back in.  Exhaust towards the 

sidewalks where people walk and eat is unsafe and unhealthy.  I cannot believe that the retailers are in favor of this proposal.  Surely, you jest! tsteinken@familysc.com

This is a recipe for disaster. It will cause accidents, traffic and exhaust fumes into the businesses and restaurant. anne@shopexhibit.com

I think it will make our sidewalks and streets unsafe.  Backing into spaces is more difficult.  It will slow down traffic as well. margie@therockhouseinc.com

Currently even front-in parking seems to be a challenge for many drivers (especially older drivers, van drivers, large SUV's). While backing out into traffic is not optimal, it beats the confusion and challenge that back-in parking would pose. pftl@earthlink.net

That is the stupidist thing I've ever seen.  Promotes congestion, safety issues and who enjoys backing into a parking space if they don't have to? pastorjoe@stjohnswilmette.com

After observing people park from my business, I have concluded for many reasons that this is NOT a sound plan. It will diminish Wilmette's charm aesthetically, add confusion about how to use it;especially to a core demographics, will not benefit efficiency or accuracy in 

parking, tendency to misuse it's intended purpose and the car exhaust will be a major downside to pedestrians & outside diners. Parking is easy & efficient as it is. It seems like this would be creating a problem. hubbahubba.wilmette@gmail.com

6Th Street in Austin Texas business owners do not like the reverse parking. People just drive by because it is a hassle. I would also be concerned with snow events and with the trunk towards the sidewalk I would think the Sidewalks would need to remain clear after every 

event and not days later so that people could get to their trunks. I would also worry about older drivers having a problem backing in. information@morninggloryltd.com

This seems extremely dangerous with the amount of traffic these areas have and seems like an unnecessary means of creating more congestion. d39found@d39foundation.org

I think a lot of people do not like to back up.  We have parking in back of our store, usually with customer spots available right at our door and at the far end of the lot at the alley.  A majority of customers stay next to the alley, even in bad weather, because they do not like to 

back out of the lot. info@gmcleaners.com

Seems confusing.  I have never seen this in any other street parking situation. bmcdonough@lightoperaworks.org

Seems very confusing!! mimi@ladandlassie.com

Dangerous! Not safe for especially older drivers with possible mobility issues. j.fishman@sbcglobal.net

 No more difficult than pulling in and then having to back out into traffic. Buick drivers will have to learn a new skill, though.

 
Outdoor dining exhaust is a minor issue unless someone sits in their car with the engine running for an extended period of time. jphelan@speedpro.com

its awkward and dangerous. jboland@theprivatebank.com

for all reasons mentioned. sweetsshop@sbcglobal.net

I have read that this is a little safer method BUT that people generally do not like it.  Do we want a marginal gain in safety at the expense of alienating our customers? mgeorge@musicinst.org

Appears to be more hazardous to pedestrians that are on the sidewalk joel.raynes@cbexchange.com

This is an accident just waiting to happen.Many drivers do not have agility/mobility to park backing in. carmen.corbett@cbexchange.com

Exhaust from many vehicles could impact the air in stores. marshall.kayman@dignitymemorial.com

I find it easier to park backing in, I can be more precise centering my vehicle between the lines especially in tight spaces. There's more control. And I feel it's much safer to pull out in congested areas because I can see better with no blind spots when leaving the parking space. 

I back in parking whenever possible. dianne@nutsandboltshealth.com

People have enough trouble forward parking into just one spot, I can't even imagine how much more time it would take for them to back in. mair@mairhill.com

1. Are you opposed to Back-In Parking in Downtown Wilmette? - Other responses

1. Are you opposed to Back-In Parking in Downtown Wilmette? - Comments



Wilmette Citizens for Active Transportation 
 

May 3, 2017 

Village of Wilmette Board of Trustees 
Municipal Services Committee 
Wilmette Village Hall 
Wilmette, IL 60091 

Re: Comments on Central Avenue Reconstruction Project 

Wilmette Citizens for Active Transportation (“WCAT”) submits the following comments 
for consideration by the Village Board of Trustees and by the Municipal Services 
Committee (“the Committee”) for its May 3, 2017 meeting. Thank you in advance for 
your consideration. 

For the benefit of Trustees who do not know us: Wilmette Citizens for Active 
Transportation (WCAT) is a group of citizen volunteers who, through advocacy and 
community engagement, work to make bicycling, walking and all forms of active 
transportation in Wilmette safer and more convenient – with the ultimate goal of 
making Wilmette a healthier, more livable, and more economically vibrant community. 
We also seek opportunities to work with active transportation advocates in nearby 
communities to address transportation issues that extend beyond village borders. 

Below, we would like to express some general thoughts about the need for active 
transportation in Wilmette, and then share our views on some of the specific proposals 
under consideration. 

The case for active transportation in Wilmette 

WCAT views one of its primary roles as bringing information to the Board of Trustees, 
the Committee, and other Wilmette stakeholders about the value of active 
transportation and the manner in which 
communities are implementing active transportation 
infrastructure around the country.  

Nationwide, there is an elevated public interest in 
active transportation. All around us, communities are 
responding with projects to make it easier, safer, and 
more enjoyable to walk and bike. Active 
transportation options are important not only to 
benefit current Wilmette residents, but to keep our 
community attractive to prospective future 
residents, who increasingly experience great bicycle 
and pedestrian infrastructure where they live, value 
it, and look for it when they set out to move. 

The infrastructure that people are now expecting. 
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We have on past occasions presented data to the Board of Trustees from a significant 
and growing body of evidence showing that communities that build and enhance bicycle 
and pedestrian infrastructure reap enormous benefits across the board: 

• Residential property values increase and show greater resilience against 
economic downturns than car-oriented areas. 

• Retail sales at local businesses increase as areas become more attractive, 
walkable and bikeable destinations, and commercial rents rise, growing the tax 
base. 

• Residents, walking and biking more, enjoy notable health benefits. 

It is not within the scope of this letter to make a full presentation on these points. We 
have, however, attached selected information as Exhibit A, and we always stand ready 
to bring additional resources to the Board. 

The Central Avenue Project Opportunity 

The Central Avenue reconstruction project represents the most significant opportunity 
that the Village has had in years to develop active transportation enhancements. The 
last meaningful occasion was perhaps the reconstruction of Sheridan road in 2008/9, 
which is illustrative of what a project that is bold and visionary can accomplish: that 
project put Sheridan on a “road diet,” calming traffic speeds and adding two dedicated 
bicycle lanes, resulting in incalculable benefits to residents of Wilmette and the 
neighboring communities.  

The same kind of vision and leadership that resulted in a greatly improved Sheridan 
Road is needed for the Central Avenue project. A thoughtful, progressive design will 
enhance our community, serve as a source of civic pride, and function as a template for 
future projects. It should result in a “Complete Street,” as defined in our Village 
ordinance: one that “provides safe and convenient access for users of the road of all 
ages and abilities, including pedestrians, bicyclists, transit users, school students, the 
elderly, commuters, transit vehicles, and vehicular traffic.” 

We call upon the Board and the Committee to fully engage in a process centered on 
realizing lasting benefits for the Village, and to resist calls to simply preserve the status 

quo or make only superficial changes.  

An important part of this opportunity is resources: In many of our conversations with 
the Village over the past several years, we have heard from trustees and staff that there 
is the will to promote active transportation but not the funding. With over $3MM of 
mostly federal funding on the table, this obstacle has been eliminated. 

Finally, there is Central itself, a vital route between points across the Village to which 
people want to ride. This is borne out by the 2015 bike survey conducted by the Village, 
in which the over 500 respondents cited Gillson Park, the Village Center, and the Library 
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– all on the Central Avenue corridor – as 
three of their top four cycling 
destinations.1 Central Elementary School 
is, of course, another key destination on 
the route, one that has particular 
importance for our children. 

WCAT’s comments on project options 

We now wish to make some comments 
on specific issues raised in previous 
Committee meetings and matters now under consideration. 

Central Ave. East of the Village Center 

The Committee has expressed a favorable inclination toward the project engineer’s 
“Option 3,” which calls for eliminating parking on one side of Central Avenue and 
providing for shared bike lanes. WCAT strongly supports lanes and visible lane markings 
on Central Ave. 

WCAT understands that the project team was not directed to further explore “Option 
2,” which called for dedicated bike lanes, as it was presented at the last meeting as 
requiring the removal of parking on both sides of Central – which WCAT agrees would 
not be desirable. However, WCAT suggests that before definitively abandoning 
dedicated bike lanes, in which there is demonstrated community interest and which 
could provide substantial benefit as on Sheridan Road, the Committee should ask the 
project team to pursue this option further: 

• On page 4 of its original proposal to the Village, dated 10/14/16 
(http://www.wilmette.com/download/engineering_and_public_works/Central-
Ave-Proposal_TranSystems-2016-10-14.pdf), attached to this letter as Exhibit B, 
TranSystems indicated street width measurements that were sufficient to allow 
for dedicated bike lanes that would meet FHWA criteria. The Committee should 
seek clarification as to the difference between the width of Central Avenue as 
presented in the original proposal (36’ face to face between 4th and 8th streets) 
and the slightly narrower width more recently presented to the Committee (34’). 
If the original measurements are correct, it may be that dedicated lanes, per 
Option 2, are in fact possible. 

• Even if the narrower 34’ is the correct street width, given the margin of only 2 
feet of difference (and opportunities suggested by TranSystem in its proposal to 
slightly widen the roadway), WCAT suggests that further exploration of 
dedicated bike lane options should be conducted before a final decision is made, 
and that slightly narrowed bicycle and car travel lanes should be considered as 

                                                      
1 Survey respondents also indicated that bike lanes were the number one improvement that would make 
them feel safer on the road.  

http://www.wilmette.com/download/engineering_and_public_works/Central-Ave-Proposal_TranSystems-2016-10-14.pdf
http://www.wilmette.com/download/engineering_and_public_works/Central-Ave-Proposal_TranSystems-2016-10-14.pdf
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part of that. Narrower car lanes could also help to calm motor vehicle speeds. 
(WCAT’s understanding is that FHWA criteria can be flexible and that lanes 
somewhat narrower than guidelines could be approved.) 

We believe that the opportunity to have dedicated lanes, as on Sheridan Road, merits 
additional attention before that desirable goal is abandoned. Dedicated lanes, more 
than shared lanes, will make residents safer (and feel safer) on the road, and encourage 
more use of the roadway by bike.2 To paraphrase: “If we build it, people will ride.” That 
has been the experience of communities nationwide. 

We believe that whichever bike lane option is ultimately included in the final plan, the 
lane design should establish a strong visual cue for the 
presence for cyclists, in the form of “advisory lanes” or other 
creative road markings (see photos). As suggested in the letter 
to the Committee from Ron Burke, Executive Director of the 
Active Transportation Alliance, the project team can 
thoroughly explore “Neighborhood Greenway” treatment and 
similar best practices used in other communities in our area. 
These types of designs make clear that bikes belong on the 

road, and by lowering speed limits and using of context-
sensitive measures, reduce traffic speeds and enhance safety for all users of the public 
way. 

WCAT’s own observations of minimal parking utilization, which it expects will be borne 
out by data recently collected by Village staff, suggest that repurposing parking space on 

one side of Central will not have any adverse impact on 
nearby residents. 

Finally, WCAT wishes to emphasize that the traffic speed 
study presented in the project team’s slide deck at the April 
6, 2017 meeting (slide 29) indicated at least moderately 
excessive speeds at 3 of the 4 measured segments, 
including from 10th to 11th streets, where the posted speed 

is 25 mph, average Westbound speed (i.e., at the threshold 
of entering the Village) of 34 mph – i.e., excess speed of 

                                                      
2 There is abundant data that meaningful bicycle accommodations increase ridership. For example, 
according to the Active Transportation Alliance, the first protected bike lane, on Kinzie Street, 
immediately increased riding by 55% -- without any adverse effect on motorized traffic. Additional 
statistics are available at http://www.peopleforbikes.org/statistics/category/protected-bike-lane-
statistics#if-you-build-it-people-will-ride. As noted previously, Wilmette survey respondents indicated 
that bike lanes were the improvement that would make them feel safest on the road. 

Marked shared lane, green boxes 

Marked shared lane, advisory markings; 
parking on one side of street. 

http://www.peopleforbikes.org/statistics/category/protected-bike-lane-statistics#if-you-build-it-people-will-ride
http://www.peopleforbikes.org/statistics/category/protected-bike-lane-statistics#if-you-build-it-people-will-ride
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36%.3 Excessive speed, as is well known, is the number one killer on the roads, with 
pedestrian mortality of 10% at an impact speed of 23 mph climbing to 25% at 32 mph. 
We believe that significant attention should be paid to traffic calming all along Central, 
and especially as cars approach the Village Center, in any final design. 

Village Center 

As WCAT has noted, Central is already well utilized by cyclists and utilization will 
certainly increase no matter what, because the resurfacing will make it far more 
attractive than parallel streets, which are in terrible condition and do not connect in the 
way that Central does. 

Currently, when bicycle traffic reaches the Village Center, it confronts an unwelcoming 
environment. There are no dedicated lanes or markings of any kind, sidewalks are 
narrow and riding on them is prohibited, and Eastbound, cyclists face a serious hazard 
from cars backing out of parking spaces with limited visibility. Accident reports from the 
Police Department indicate approximately 60 reported traffic accidents have occurred in 
the Village Center in the last three years, with a great many related to backing up 
including backing from head-in parking spaces. Several of these occurred on the 
segment of Central Avenue in the Village Center.  

The project team presented reverse-angle parking (“RAP”) as an alternative to the 
current head-in parking, which could improve safety. At the last 
meeting, substantial community support for this option was 
evident. WCAT believes that RAP is an alternative that merits 
thorough consideration. RAP is not strange or esoteric; it is a 
measure that planners and engineers have been implementing 
across the country, including: Arlington, VA; Birmingham, AL; 
Charlotte, NC; Chico, CA; Everett, WA; Honolulu, HI; Indianapolis, 

IN; Knoxville, TN; Marquette, MI; Missoula, MT; New York, NY; 
Olympia, WA; Philadelphia, PA; Portland, OR; Pottstown, PA; Salem, OR; Salt Lake City, 
UT; San Francisco, CA; Santa Barbara, CA; Seattle, WA; Syracuse, NY; Tacoma,WA; 
Tucson, AZ; Ventura, CA; Washington DC; and Wilmington, DE.  

WCAT has seen anecdotal reports from communities that have implemented reverse-
angle parking and have seen accidents reduced to zero,4 however, we cannot assess 
their accuracy. We recommend that Village staff take additional time reach out to the 
aforementioned communities and others, and ask them for feedback about their 

                                                      
3 WCAT further recommends that the project team create and present histograms from its speed study, 
showing speed distributions, since averages likely obscure the prevalence of speeding by averaging down 
instances of excess speed. The issue is not average speed, but what percentage of cars are speeding. 
4 One account (for which we do not have a firsthand data source) states that Tucson, AZ averaged one 
bicycle-car crash per week before implementing RAP, and four years into implementation of RAP, not a 
single crash was reported. See “Walkable City: How Downtown Can Save America, One Step at a Time,” By 
Jeff Speck, p. 183. 

Easy as 1-2-3? 
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communities’ experiences with RAP: Has it reduced accidents? Has it impacted 
businesses in either direction? 

One member of our group recently called Tucson, AZ, often cited as a RAP success story, 
and spoke to Donovan Durband, the “Park Tucson” Administrator, whose predecessor 
implemented RAP. The story he told indicates mixed results. He believes that RAP is 
indeed safer with respect to cyclists, but particularly in view of inconsistent 
implementations of RAP with head-in parking throughout Tucson, shared his view that 
drivers are sometimes confused, and felt that consistency was important. He felt that 
some drivers were unskilled at executing the RAP maneuver. He suggested that our 
community might implement a pilot of RAP somewhere, which is a preliminary step that 
WCAT would support.5 The Linden Square area, for example, is less busy than 
downtown and might serve well as a pilot area. In any case, WCAT feels that there is too 
much heat and not enough light in the present discussion of RAP, and that both doing 
more to learn about the actual experiences of other communities and piloting RAP 
would be important steps to deescalate emotions and to bring objective, factual 
consideration to this issue. 

A fundamental point to appreciate is that there is backing up in either type of angled 
parking. With the current head-in parking, the backing up takes place into an active 

traffic lane, with the first part of the maneuver being essentially blind due to adjacent 
cars blocking the vehicle’s visual field. This is dangerous. With RAP, by contrast, the 
backing up occurs in a planned, controlled situation in which the driver signals and then 
executes a simple three-step maneuver – which one should think is no more difficult 
than parallel parking, which is widespread in our Village. Most importantly, when exiting 
a RAP space, the driver is facing forward, with a full view of approaching traffic – cars 
and cyclists alike. 

The fears about RAP expressed to the Committee by some business owners seem 
overstated to us. The assertion that “it could be more dangerous” and that “drivers will 
not feel confident and will avoid coming downtown in order to avoid hassle” are just 
that – assertions that exceed the facts currently available.  

WCAT wishes to emphasize that it unequivocally supports local businesses, and is 
confident that making Central Avenue (including the downtown) more bicycle and 
pedestrian-friendly corridor will increase aggregate traffic to them. Anecdotally, WCAT 
members have had numerous conversations with residents who indicate that they wish 
to ride bikes downtown with their families, but do not feel safe doing so under current 
conditions. This is a challenge but also a major opportunity. 

WCAT suggests to the Committee that RAP should not be the one and only measure for 
the Village Center under discussion. Whether or not RAP is implemented, it is just one 
step. We believe that more thorough and extensive consideration needs to be given to 

                                                      
5 WCAT set up a pilot demonstration at the Going Green Matters fair, and those that tried RAP found it 
easy. However, the number of people was small – only about 15. 
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making Central Avenue downtown safer and more comfortable for all users of the public 
ways, and that the project engineer should be asked to develop additional options. This 
could include eliminating angled parking altogether in favor of parallel parking, changing 
the downtown traffic flow such as by converting Central to a one-way street, widening 
sidewalks, significantly reducing the posted speed limit downtown, implementing 
“cyclists may use full lane” treatment to guide people on bikes closer toward the 
centerline and away from parked cars, etc. In our view, the Village Center situation has 
not been adequately considered thus far. 

Summary 

WCAT appreciates the efforts of the Committee and the project staff, and is encouraged 
with the overall direction of the project to date. As noted above, we feel that there are 
important issues that merit further research, analysis, and discussion. 

We would like to express our encouragement to the Board and the Committee to stay 
on a course of leadership and to maintain focus on measures that will make our 
community healthier and safer and our local commerce more robust. While public 
meetings typically attract turnout from those with strongly felt concerns, the Committee 
should keep foremost in mind the benefits to the Wilmette community as a whole. 

Thank you for considering our point of view. 

 

Very truly yours, 

 

Kenneth Obel 
221 Linden Ave. 
kenneth.obel@gmail.com 
On behalf of Wilmette Citizens for Active Transportation 
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via pexel .com

M ore people and employers are choosing to live and work in urban centers
and walkable neighborhoods. One reason for this relocation is the variety

of transportation options available to get from place to place. When it comes to
getting around a walkable neighborhood, the automobile is not the only way to
travel. In fact, many people may choose to give up their car when public
transportation is readily available, timely, convenient, and reliable. Another great
way to travel is by bicycle. Trails and paths are active circuits for biking. People on
bicycles also need adequate bike-friendly infrastructure in neighborhoods. These
bikeways provide safe routes and good linkages to commercial districts and pleasant
trails.

Here are seven reasons communities are funding bicycle infrastructure:
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Bike lane on San Francisco’s Valencia Street 

Credit: spinlister.com

1. Trails, paths and other off-street bikeways add value to nearby housing. A study

comparing bikeways on home values in Indianapolis, Indiana, found comparable

housing sold on average for 11 percent more the closer it was to the Monon Trail.

 

2. Good bikeways attract young people. Numerous studies show younger people are

increasingly disenchanted with driving and the costs of automobile ownership and

leasing. Biking is a less expensive transportation option. People age 16 to 24 have

the lowest percentage of driver’s license obtainment since 1963. Bike trips have

increased 24 percent among people between 16 and 34.

 

3. Bike commuters are more productive employees. Findings from around the globe

bear this out. A US Department of Health and Human Services study showed

workplace physical activity including bicycling can reduce short-term sick leave by 6

to 32 percent, increase productivity by 2 to 52 percent, and reduce employer health

care costs by 20 to 55 percent. A Copenhagen study found that bike commuters had

40 percent higher mortality rates than non-bike commuters, while bike commuters

had fewer sick days than non-bike commuters.

 

4. Bike facilities and other bike-oriented improvements increase retail stores’

visibility and sales. Narrowing roads, widening sidewalks, adding bike racks and

corrals, increased business 66 percent on San Francisco’s Valencia Street, according

to a San Francisco State University study.

 

5. Bicycling saves money for riders and municipalities. Replacing a car trip with a

bike trip saves $2.73 per mile, in a comprehensive cost analysis according to the

Victoria Transportation Policy Institute.
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6. Bike trips reduce automobile congestion and the need for costly roadway capital

projects. The Texas Transportation Institute states that gridlock during average

peak periods of travel taxes drivers an extra 40 hours a year in delay, costs the US

$78 billion annually in lost productivity, and wastes 2.9 billion gallons of gas every

year. The Federal Highway Administration has found that shifting to other modes of

transportation by as little as three percent can reduce peak hour congestion by 30

percent. And in cities, where cars and bikes travel at similar speeds, bike lanes

accommodate 7 to 12 more people per meter with less road wear than similar car

lanes.

 

7. Biking is a physically healthy way to travel. Depending on the study and the

health/bike variables considered, research has found that health cost savings from

physical activity, including biking, range up to $1,175 per person a year.
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CITYFIXER

The Complete Business Case for Converting
Street Parking Into Bike Lanes
An annotated, chart-filled review of 12 studies from around the world.

ERIC JAFFE | � @e_jaffe | Mar 13, 2015 | � 188 Comments

acme08 / flickr

Love CityLab? Make sure you're signed up for our free e-mail newsletter.

Email Sign up

San Francisco is moving forward with a plan to add protected bike lanes on
Polk Street, one of the busiest cycling corridors in the city, but the decision
didn't come easy. The San Francisco Examiner reports that the plan endured
about 2.5 years of debate. At the center of the dispute was an objection to the
loss of on-street parking spaces by local merchants (our emphasis):

Some business owners had argued that a proposed loss of 140

parking spaces in the area would lead to financial losses, and they

had pushed hard for studies on possible economic impacts in order

to pause construction of the bike lane.

From The Atlantic
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It's perhaps natural for a shop owner to fear that losing a parking space means

losing revenue. Drivers tend to be wealthier than alternative transport users,

and cars have big trunks to hold lots of stuff. Cities can add a bike lane and still

keep street parking by bumping out spots from the curb (a common practice in

New York), but generally speaking more road space for cyclists means less for

cars.

But here's the thing about the "studies on

possible economic impacts" requested by

retailers on Polk Street, or really wherever

bike-lane plans emerge—they've been

done. And done. And done again. And they

all reach a similar conclusion: replacing on-

street parking with a bike lane has little to

no impact on local business, and in some

cases might even increase business. While

cyclists tend to spend less per shopping

trip than drivers, they also tend to make

more trips, pumping more total money into

the local economy over time.

So to put these debates to rest we've compiled an annotated, chart-filled guide

to every major study we know of conducted on the subject to date. Here they

are, in no particular order, for your public meeting pleasure.

Portland, Oregon

An analysis of 78 businesses in metropolitan Portland found that non-drivers,

including cyclists, are "competitive consumers, spending similar amounts or

more, on average, than their counterparts using automobiles." So over the

course of a given month, cyclists spent less than drivers on grocery trips, but

more at restaurants, bars, and convenience stores. The common theme

emerged: cyclists spend less per trip, but they make more trips.

Key chart:

Clifton et al
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East Village, New York City

A neighborhood survey of 420 people on First and Second avenues in

Manhattan's East Village, home to protected bike lanes, found that aggregate

spending by non-drivers accounted for 95 percent of all retail spending in the

area. That's not too surprising in New York, given the great transit

infrastructure, but the figures remain impressive. Cyclists spent about $163 per

week on average, compared to $143 among drivers.

Key chart:

Auckland, Christchurch, and Wellington, New Zealand

A survey of 1,744 shoppers and 144 retailers in nine shopping areas in these

three New Zealand cities found that drivers did spend more money per trip

than non-drivers, $47 to $34. But in central city locations, the gap between

drivers and cyclists was only $4 per trip ($47 to $43, respectively). And non-

drivers also spent more time in the shopping areas, suggesting that "the

longer-term spending by sustainable users is likely to be higher than that of

private vehicle users."

Key line:

This suggests that, in many cases, the benefit of encouraging more

sustainable transport journeys to shopping centres outweighs the

cost of reallocating space and improving the urban design in

shopping centres.

Dublin, Ireland

Consumer behavior was studied along two shopping avenues in Dublin:

Grafton Street and Henry Street. Merchants overestimated how many of the

their customers arrived by car—they guessed 13 percent on Grafton (it was

Transportation Alternatives
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actually 10 percent) and 19 percent on Henry (it was actually 9 percent)—and
underestimated bicycle patrons. On Grafton Street, with better bike
infrastructure, monthly cyclist spending was nearly even with driver spending:
228 to 237 euros.

Key chart:

Los Angeles, California

Business data was collected along York Avenue in Los Angeles before and after
a road diet that replaced car lanes with bike lanes. The change was found to
have "little effect on surrounding businesses, property values, and customer
shopping patterns." Sales tax revenue, a proxy for business success, was higher
on the section of York with the new bike lane than the section without it,
$1,116,745 to $574,778 (though revenues rose post-road diet in both sections).

Key chart:

O'Connor et al

Cullen McCormick
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Vancouver, Canada

This study of shops in downtown Vancouver did find a net decrease in sales

after the implementation of a separated bike lane. But the analysis relied on

business surveys, rather than actual sales data, which might have led to a

response bias among the merchants who took the biggest hit. The little sales

data that was received "indicated that the estimated loss in sales was not as

high as reported in the surveys."

Key line:

Despite efforts to increase response with follow-up telephone calls,

there is some degree of uncertainty about the randomness of the

results obtained.

Toronto, Canada

Surveys were conducted with 61 merchants and 538 patrons on Bloor Street in

Toronto. It was found that only 10 percent of patrons drove to the shopping

area, and that those arriving by foot and bicycle spent the most money per

month. Report authors concluded that converting street parking into a bike

lane in the area was "unlikely" to have a negative impact on business and that,

on the contrary, "this change will likely increase commercial activity."

Key chart:

San Francisco, California

A few years ago, as San Francisco considered a congestion pricing scheme,

merchants objected that the impact on driving would hurt their businesses. But

a survey of 1,187 shoppers in major retail centers found that a majority of the

consumers (60 percent) arrived by transit, walking, or cycling. In line with other

studies, the researchers here also found that non-driving shoppers spent more

per month than drivers because they visited the area more often.

Clean Air Partnership
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Key line:

The belief that recreational customers predominantly travel by car

and spend more than transit riders is not reflected in the data, nor

is this belief consistent with similar observations in other cities.

Seattle, Washington

University of Washington researcher Kyle Rowe collected retail sales data
before and after a bike lane absorbed 12 street-parking spaces on 65th Street
in Seattle. The sales index on 65th Street skyrocketed after the lane was put in
place, especially compared with the index in the rest of the neighborhood.
Business didn't spike around a new bike lane in the Greenwood district, but
neither did it fall, leading Rowe to conclude that cycling infrastructure had no
"negative impact."

Key chart:

Davis, California

A very recent study, from UC-Davis scholars Natalie Popovich and Susan
Handy, analyzed nearly 1,900 shopping trips to downtown Davis made after the
opening of a new Target store. Cyclists not only took slightly more trips than
drivers did, but spent more per trip—leading to a monthly total spending of
roughly $250 for cyclists to $180 for drivers. The results were especially
impressive considering they only reflect spending on the type of goods
available at Target, not food or services.

(Via Kyle Rowe)
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Key line:

According to the extrapolated frequencies and per-trip spending—

even without accounting for spending on food, drink, and services—

study results indicate that the customers who travel by bike to shop

downtown spend as much money as their car-driving counterparts

or more each month.

Bristol, England & Graz, Austria

U.K. researchers recently surveyed 840 customers and 126 merchants in Bristol,

England. The retailers thought their customers lived farther away than they

really did, underscoring another misperception: that 41 percent drove to the

shops, when in fact only 22 percent did. (Meanwhile, merchants guessed only 6

percent of customers rode a bike, when it was actually 10 percent.) Those

numbers lined up well with similar travel mode misperceptions in a Graz,

Austria, business district.

Key chart:

Melbourne, Australia

The award for best infographic goes to research conducted on the shopping

behavior of cyclists and drivers in Melbourne, Australia. Researcher Alison Lee

found that drivers spent more per hour than cyclists, about $27 to $16.20. But

because six bikes can fit into a single automobile parking space—for a total

hourly spending of $97.20—Lee argued there would be an economic gain to

using that space for bicycles instead.

Key infographic:

Via Sustrans



NEW IDEAS FOR 

COMPLETE STREETS



CHANGING DEMAND

Americans WANT to walk 
and bike more.

• 66% of Americans 
want more 
transportation options 
so they have the 
freedom to choose
how to get where 
they need to go (Future 
of Transportation National 
Survey, 2010)



CHANGING DEMAND

• Millennial and baby 
boomers want the same 
things: walkability, 
connection, choice

• On Common Ground, 
National Association of 
Realtors, Summer 2010
– The next generation of 

homebuyers wants 
transportation options in 
vibrant communities



COMPLETE STREETS IMPROVE 
PROPERTY VALUES

- Homes with higher 
Walk Scores sell for 
$4,000-34,000 more.

- Just a 1-point increase 
in Walk Score is 
associated with $700-
$3,000 increase in 
home values.



COMPLETE STREETS IMPROVE 
PROPERTY VALUES

- In Indianapolis, homes 
half a mile closer to the 
Monon Trail sell for an 
average of 11% more.

- In Cincinnati, home 
values increase by $9 for 
every foot closer to the 
Little Miami Scenic Trail



COMPLETE STREETS RESULT IN JOBS

• Bicycling and walking 
projects create 11-14 jobs 
per $1 million spent, 
compared to just 7 jobs 
created per $1 million 
spent on highway 
projects. 

• Cost benefit analysis show 
that up to $11.80 in 
benefits can be gained 
for every $1 invested in 
bicycling and walking.

Source: Alliance for Bicycling and Walking, Bicycling and 
Walking in the U.S.  2012 Benchmarking Report



COMPLETE STREETS SUPPORT BUSINESS

Protected 
bicycle lanes led 
to a 49% 
increase in retail 
sales at local 
businesses.

New York City Department 
of Transportation. Measuring 
the Street: New Metrics for 
21st Century Streets. NYC, 
2012.



Transportation Alternatives. East Village Shoppers Study: A Snapshot of Travel and Spending 
Patterns of Residents and Visitors in the East Village. Oct 1, 2012.

People on bike and foot spend more per 
capita per week at local businesses.



COMPLETE STREETS REDUCE HOUSEHOLD 
TRANSPORTATION BUDGETS

The annual cost of 
owning a car is $9,000—
this is a lot of money lost 
that could otherwise be 
spent locally!

You can save $10 each 
day on a round-trip bike 
commute of 10 miles.

Bureau of Transportation Statistics, 2010; www.bikesbelong.org Hudson TMA



COMPLETE STREETS CAN TRANSFORM 
NEIGHBORHOODS

Broad Street, Memphis, TN

Broad Avenue + Tillman Street = Binghampton Neighborhood, Spiritual & Health Support, Arts District: FOSTERING A CHOICE 
NEIGHBORHOOD FUELING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

A bicycling & arts district took 
Broad Street from disinvested…



COMPLETE STREETS CAN TRANSFORM 
NEIGHBORHOODS

Broad Street, Memphis, TN

Broad Avenue + Tillman Street = Binghampton Neighborhood, Spiritual & Health Support, Arts District: FOSTERING A CHOICE 
NEIGHBORHOOD FUELING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT

…to thriving.



COMPLETE STREETS CAN TRANSFORM 
NEIGHBORHOODS

$12 Million in private 
investments

16 new businesses

29 new construction and 
renovation projects

Photo: Lance Murphy

Broad Avenue + Tillman Street = Binghampton Neighborhood, Spiritual & Health Support, Arts District: FOSTERING A CHOICE 
NEIGHBORHOOD FUELING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT



COMPLETE STREETS CAN TRANSFORM 
NEIGHBORHOODS

“Two years ago, everyone was concerned bikes 
would take away from business, and we quickly 
saw it was helping business twofold. 

You had people biking, but it also helped narrow 
the street and slow people down. All of a sudden, 
people were noticing your business that had never 
noticed it before because they were speeding by 
at 45 or greater.”

Business revenues have grown 30% per year.”

– Pat Brown
T Clifton Gallery Owner

VP of the Broad Business Association

Broad Avenue + Tillman Street = Binghampton Neighborhood, Spiritual & Health Support, Arts District: FOSTERING A CHOICE 
NEIGHBORHOOD FUELING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT



HOW CAN YOU BEGIN TO QUANTIFY 
ECONOMIC IMPACTS?

9 Survey businesses before and after improvements.
9 Conduct a survey of small business perceptions of 

how people arrive at their business.
9 Conduct Bike and pedestrian counts – before and 

after.



OPPORTUNITIES

Bicycle Friendly 
Business Districts



Complete Streets Change the Process
for Road Design

The old way is to determine the project scope for vehicles,
then require proof that other modes are necessary.  

The new way is to assume that ALL modes will be required
and justify why not to include them.  



Vehicle Level of Service Should NOT be 
the Primary Design Factor

Designing to LOS C for the peak ½ hour for the 
next 20 years is wasting $.

Creates unnecessary pavement.
Increases pedestrian crossing times.
Increases operating speeds for other 23 hours a 

day.

Designing to a LOS D creates a safer roadway for 
all users.



Vehicle Level of Service Should NOT be 
the Primary Design Factor

Minimizing pedestrian crossing distance 
increases vehicular LOS at intersections.

Design space for all users and then 
decide whether to accept the resulting 
LOS.

Consider bicycle and pedestrian LOS in 
roadway design as well as vehicular LOS



Will Traffic Volumes Always Increase?  
Probably not.

Since 2005 US Vehicle Miles Traveled has been 
declining.

Vehicle Miles Traveled per capita for the United States.  Source FHWA and Census Bureau



Complete Streets Create Safe 
Roadways

Sidewalks reduce
pedestrian crashes 

88%.

Medians reduce
crashes 40%

Road diets reduce
crashes 29% 

Countdown signals
reduce crashes 25%



Speed Matters

High speed 
leads to greater 
chance of 
serious injury & 
death.

Graphic: Pedestrian and Bicycle Information Center



Reducing Curb Radii Increases 
Pedestrian Safety

Larger curb radii increases 
pedestrian crossing distance and 
lengthens walk signal time.

Reduces roadway capacity 
for vehicles and encourages high 
speed turns.

sfbetterstreets



Reducing Curb Radii Increases 
Pedestrian Safety

When curbside parking 
and/or a bicycle lane is 
present, the effective radius
of the turn is increased.

Saferoutesinfo.org



Curb Extensions or Bulb-outs

Reduces crossing 
distance.

Improves sight 
distance and sight 
lines.

Prevents parked cars 
from blocking 
crosswalks.

Creates space for curb 
ramps, landings and 
landscaping.

PBIC Images/Carl Sundstrom



Pedestrian Signal Improvements

2009 MUTCD 
recommends slower 
walking speed, down 
from 4.0 fps to 3.5 fps.

Use countdown clocks 
to make pedestrian 
signals easier to use  
(can reduce crashes 
also).

PBIC Images/James Wagner



Road Diets

Road diets reduce crashes 29% per mile of roadway (USDOT FHWA)



Maintenance
Reconstruction
New construction

Process and policy goals 
guide decisions about the 
scope of a project.

Ask early: “Does this street 
meet standards for serving 
all road users?”

Applies to Every Phase of Every Project



Latest and Best Design Standards

• Sidewalks
• Lane width
• Road diets
• Bus stops
• Bike lanes
• Intersections
• Accessibility



Latest and Best Design Standards

• Pedestrian-
first modal 
hierarchy

• Favors the 
“prudent 
driver”



Latest and Best Design Standards

• Contains methods for 
scoping and design 
based upon place, 
context, mode hierarchy 
and street typology.

• Contains best practices, 
performance measures 
and processes that 
influence decision-
making.



• Complete Streets +

• Re-Placing streets

• Streetscape 
ecosystem

• Suburbia retrofit

Latest and Best Design Standards



• Streets move people

• Multi-modal 
accommodation

• Policy and process 
focus

• Streets move people

• Invite socialization & 
manage pollution

• Placemaking in public 
space 

Complete Streets   Living Streets

Latest and Best Design Standards



Latest and Best Design Standards

Smart Growth America

The Living Streets Design Manual is downloadable 
free of change and can be customized to an 
individual community’s needs.



Latest and Best Design Standards

• “The Urban Street 
Design Guide lays 
out the principles 
and vision for a 
new generation 
of city street 
design…It is a 
mirror of the new 
city street, easy 
to use and 
inviting for all.”

Janet Sadik‐Khan

NACTO Urban Street  Design Guide



Latest and Best Design Standards

• Focuses on the design of 
streets and public spaces.

• Available on-line and in 
print.

• Emphasizes city street 
design as a unique 
practice with its own set 
of design goals, 
parameters and tools.



Flexibility in Balancing User Needs

• Not a “one size fits all” proposition

• Land use and context sensitivity

• Local policy, not a National standard

• Need local, regional and statewide policies and
guidance



Update Your Roadway Design and 
Implementation Process

• Use a pedestrian-first philosophy.

• Design for all users first, then review and analyze Level of 
Service.

• Design to lower speeds to improve safety.

• Design intersections with pedestrians in mind.

• Promote network connectivity.

• Use latest and best design guidance.



Contact information:

Pete Fritz, AICP, RLA
Healthy Communities Planner

Indiana State Department of Health
pefritz@isdh.in.gov
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The Project 
The Toronto Cycling Think & Do Tank is a multi-disciplinary, multi-sector research project focused on increasing cycling for 
transportation. Funded by a Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council of Canada (SSHRC) Partnership Development Grant, 
this diverse research group is studying, applying and evaluating three elements critical to reinforcing urban cycling as a significant 
transportation choice: sustainable cycling economies; social and civic infrastructure; and knowledge mobilization. With this initiative, 
principal investigator Beth Savan, a veteran University of Toronto School of the Environment researcher, has built a coalition of 
expert practitioners and academics to address an important gap in knowledge about creating more sustainable cities: how 
experience from the behavioural change field (applied extensively to building occupants) can be successfully adapted and used in 
the field of active transportation. 

Executive Summary 
This report focuses on the economic impacts of cycling infrastructure and participation on local retailers and businesses in urban 
areas in North America, while accounting for the fact that bicycle lanes and other forms of infrastructure sometimes compete with 
on-street parking for space.  

Bicycle infrastructure can bring very positive economic impacts to business communities in North American urban shopping strips. 
Today, North American urban cyclists are a desirable demographic for local businesses. They are skilled, selective, loyal, and spend 
more money where they shop than their driving counterparts. Cycling infrastructure is important to them, and therefore important 
for businesses who want to attract them (both as customers and as employees). Bicycle lanes and bicycle parking can increase the 
capacity of roads and the ability of people to shop simultaneously, all while improving various social and environmental aspects of a 
neighbourhood.  

In walkable urban cores, bicycle infrastructure is likely to provide a bigger boost to local businesses than on-street parking, especially 
where off-street parking exists within the vicinity. North American retailers have a tendency to over-estimate car mode-share and 
under-estimate cycling mode-share among their customers. Further study of the impacts of combining on street parking and bicycle 
lanes would clarify best practices.  

Introduction 
Transportation is a key environmental issue and in 2011, the sector accounted for 24% of Canada’s greenhouse gas emissions.  
Transportation stands out for its significant increase (5.8%) in emissions between 2005 and 2011, more than double the increase of 



 
 

the two other increasing sectors while five of the eight reporting sectors actually decreased emissions in this period (Environment 
Canada, 2013). In urban areas, increased cycling is a practical solution and an important mitigation strategy to help Canada reach its 
emissions goals. In 2008, traffic congestion in the Greater Toronto & Hamilton Area cost commuters $3.3 billion and reduced gross 
domestic product by $2.7 billion. It is estimated this cost will rise to $15 billion by 2031 (Greater Toronto Transportation Authority, 
2008; Toronto Region Board of Trade, 2013). Active transportation has been identified as a significant part of the solution to traffic 
congestion. It has multiple economic, health and environmental benefits helping to reduce the cost of unnecessary physical 
infrastructure, as well as the negative impacts and the considerable financial costs arising from environmental damage, poor health 
and long commute times associated with personal automobile transportation. 

In North America, the economic and practical implications of facilitating or encouraging cycling are frequently misunderstood or 
altogether ignored by many important stakeholders. While the social and environmental benefits of active transportation and 
cycling specifically are now widely accepted and understood, until recently information regarding the economic impacts of safely 
accommodating cyclists through the reconfiguration of our public spaces has been scarce. As dense mixed-use communities 
continue to flourish in North American urban centres and space on our streets becomes highly contested by various users, it is 
necessary to understand how to most efficiently administer these spaces to best serve the local community, economically as well as 
socially and environmentally.  

In the past, adding bicycle lanes to main streets, especially when on-street parking may be reduced in the process, has proven a 
contentious issue for North American business communities  (Andre-Gee, 2013; CBC News, 2012; Florida, 2010; Rowe, 2013). 
Frequently, main street business improvement groups have opposed cycling infrastructure. As more research is done to better 
understand the economic impacts of such decisions, however, it has become increasingly apparent that concerns about detrimental 
impacts to business communities as a result of allocating a greater share of public space to cyclists in urban areas are unwarranted. 
Cycling infrastructure does in fact appear to be very beneficial for North American urban shopping strips. 

As cycling participation increases rapidly throughout North American cities (Pucher et al, 2011), it is important for stakeholders to 
make informed decisions about the allocation of our public space. The role of urban transportation infrastructure for both 
communities and businesses needs to be carefully evaluated especially in environments where drivers frequently do not represent 
the majority of users. This report aims to contribute to the informed decision-making process that needs to happen with regards to 
cycling infrastructure in urban shopping streets across the continent.   
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1 Research Questions  

1.1 How can transportation infrastructure best serve urban businesses?  
Is urban transportation infrastructure in tune with modern mode share realities? How accurate are current mode-share perceptions 
among business owners? Is the current allocation of resources optimal?   

1.2 Are cyclists good for business? 
Who are cyclists as a demographic, and what does this mean for businesses? What is the economic potential of catering to cyclists in 
North America today? 

1.3 How does bicycle infrastructure affect businesses? How does removal of on-street parking affect 
businesses?  

How do bicycle lanes and other forms of cycling infrastructure affect the business environment? What if bike lanes are competing 
for space with on-street parking? 

1.4 Can bike lanes and on-street parking coexist? 
Are configurations that accommodate both bicycle lanes and on-street parking more desirable where viable? Are they ever viable? 

2 Methods: 
A search for online literature and journal articles was conducted during the period between October 2012 and September 2013. 
Although news articles and manuals were considered acceptable literature, the backbone of this report is built on quantitative peer-
reviewed or otherwise official research articles and reports. Scholarly sites and search engines were used to find relevant scientific 
literature using key words bicycling, cycling, infrastructure, modal share, economic impact, business, on-street parking. Mainstream 
media outlets were regularly scanned looking for references of public opinion regarding the subjects discussed in this paper, and 
internet-wide search engines were used with the same purpose. Fellow researchers at the Toronto Cycling Think and Do Tank 
regularly participated in this process. Each article was read in full and its relevance and implications to and for the questions above 
and other sources carefully evaluated. I attended several community consultations where local Toronto businesses were asked 
about the possibility of replacing on-street parking with bike lanes in order to familiarise myself with the priorities and concerns of 
planners, advocates, and especially business owners. For the purposes of this paper, the term ‘bicycle lane’ or ‘bike lane’ refers to 



 
 

space on or directly adjacent to a road allocated exclusively to cyclists. Bicycle lane designs where cars may traverse the lane to 
reach parking were considered bicycle lanes, but shared-lane markings or ‘sharrows’ were not. 

3 Findings 

3.1 How can transportation infrastructure best serve urban businesses?  

While cars remain the main mode of transportation in North America, other forms of transportation now dominate within dense 
urban areas. Although 86.1% of people in the United States and 72.3% in Canada still commute by car today, the modal share in 
dense urban areas is remarkably different (Statistics Canada, 2008; U.S. Department of Transportation, 2010). Less than 15% of 
people choose to drive to work within downtown Toronto, for example, and less than 5% within Manhattan (City of Toronto, 2012a; 
New York City Department of City Planning, 2010). Though the importance of drivers to the economic well-being of businesses 
remains unquestionable in much of North America, dense urban neighbourhoods work under a different dynamic, and will continue 
to do so in the future according to observable trends. In Chicago, New York, Boston, Portland, Seattle, San Francisco, and 
Washington DC, the relative number of people who commute by car decreased by anywhere from 6.0 to 12.7% in the period from 
2000-2009. Over the same period of time, the number of people who cycle increased between 50.2 to 230.0% (Freemark, 2010). 
 
It is noteworthy that the central areas of many North American cities predate the invention of the car, and may remain ill-suited for 
a car-centric approach to transportation, especially where it concerns businesses hoping to attract large numbers of customers or 
employees all at once. The considerable space required for high customer turnover, assuming most customers drive, is simply not 
available in pre-war main streets, even with on-street parking on both sides of the road. Malls, strip malls, and big box developments 
have a significant competitive advantage in terms of the capacity of cars they can accommodate at any given time. However, 
pedestrians and cyclists – much more efficient in their use of space – can visit neighbourhoods with limited car parking in much 
greater numbers without saturating their infrastructure and without preventing fellow customers from visiting the same places. This 
is consistent with the fact that 19th and early 20th century shopping strips were designed and built with trolleys, pedestrians and 
cyclists in mind, but not cars. Today, although most of our public space has been allocated to drivers, it is cyclists, pedestrians, and 
transit users who remain the main customers of many of North America’s urban businesses. Six independent studies show that non-
automobile modes of transportation are in fact the norm among many of North America’s urban shopping destinations (Figure 1). 
There is now evidence that making these destinations friendlier and more attractive to visit for cyclists and pedestrians substantially 
improves the business environment, reduces commercial vacancies and increases sales. 
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Figure 1: Urban Neighbourhood Shopper Mode Share Six independent studies show that shoppers are more likely to use modes of transportation other than cars in 
urban North American neighbourhoods.  Data from Stabinsky (2009) and Forkes et al. (2010) was used for the Toronto (Annex) and Toronto (Bloor West Village) graphs 
respectively. Data for Vancouver is from Stantec (2011).  The Portland study numbers here are for all of Portland’s downtown (Clifton et al., 2013). The New York survey 
was carried out by Transportation Alternatives (2012). Note that the San Francisco study by Bent et al. (2009) was done after congestion pricing measures were in 
place.   



 
 

3.1.1 Perceptions and optimisation:  

The perception that customers are likely to arrive by car in dense urban areas continues to be held by many retailers – even if other 
travel modes have firmly established themselves as the most popular. Studies conducted in downtown neighbourhoods of Toronto 
and Vancouver have shown that business operators tend to overestimate the number of customers arriving by car, and that the 
volume of customers who arrive by car is small in comparison to that of those who don’t (Figure 2). In The Annex, a landmark 
Toronto neighbourhood where customers are more likely to arrive by cycling than by driving (12% cycling mode share vs. 10% car 
mode share), retailers overestimated the car mode share on average by 100% (Sztabinski, 2009). Merchants from a different 
Toronto neighbourhood, Bloor West Village, where car use is more prevalent, also over-estimated the number of drivers visiting 
their stores by 100% (Forkes et al., 2010). In Vancouver, merchants along Hornby and Dunsmuir streets estimated a 40% car mode 
share and 4% bicycle mode share, but a customer survey demonstrated that only 20% of people arrived by car, and 8% of people 
arrived by bicycle – with the remaining 72% arriving through transit or by walking (Stantec, 2011).      

The Annex study, published by Toronto’s Clean Air Partnership, also demonstrated that on-street parking in the neighbourhood is 
very rarely at capacity, and is typically between one-third and two-thirds full (Sztabinski, 2009). The removal of some on-street 
parking space in that context would be unlikely to trigger any profound negative economic impacts (Shoup, 2011). On the other 
hand, opening the streets to other users of the road, through infrastructure such as bike lanes would likely produce tangible 
economic benefits as people within cycling distance of this retail strip would be encouraged to shop there.  

New York, a city which has made substantial efforts over the past several years to accommodate cyclists and pedestrians in areas 
previously allocated to automobiles, has set an excellent precedent for the potential of such reconfigurations to attract more 
cyclists. On New York’s Second Avenue, where buffered bike lanes were put in place, 61% of people reported they were more 
inclined to bike into the neighbourhood (Transportation Alternatives, 2012). This was confirmed by The New York Department of 
Transportation (2012), which recorded “up to a 177% increase”, in bicycle volumes along First and Second Avenues shortly after the 
bike lanes were installed.    
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Figure 2: Merchant Perception versus Actual Mode Share of Shoppers.  Three independent studies show that merchants in urban neighbourhoods over-estimated by 
100% on average the percentage of customers who drove to their stores. In all three studies, surveys show that drivers made up a relatively small percentage of all 
customers.  Data from Stabinsky (2009) and Forkes et al. (2010) was used for the Toronto (Annex) and Toronto (Bloor West Village) graphs respectively. Data for 
Vancouver is from Stantec (2011). 

 
 

 



 
 

3.2 Are cyclists good for business? 

Bike lanes and on-street parking appeal to both a different demographic and a different customer base in North American cities. 
While drivers spend more money per visit at a particular location, cyclists tend to make more trips over the course of a month. 
Evidence suggests that in North American urban centres cyclists are responsible for greater monthly per capita spending than drivers 
and transit users (Clifton et al., 2013; 2012; Forkes et al., 2010; Sztabinski, 2009; Transportation Alternatives, 2012). This may be due 
to several factors. One hypothesis is that since cyclists need to spend less money on auto repairs, gas, insurance, and car payments, 
they have more disposable income (Clifton et al., 2013). While this phenomenon appears to be particularly palpable in dense urban 
areas, Clifton et al. (2013) suggest that cyclists spend more on a per capita monthly basis even in suburban environments. Although 
cycling is a very cost-effective form of transportation, other demographic traits likely factor into these findings; cyclists in Toronto 
tend to earn a higher income than the city’s average, for example (Cycle Toronto, 2011; Ipsos, 2009). 

When members of Cycle Toronto, that city’s largest cycling advocacy group, were asked in an anonymous survey about their main 
considerations when buying a product, ‘quality’ and ‘supporting local businesses’ ranked among their top priorities (Cycle Toronto, 
2011). This willingness to support local products and stores, coupled with above average incomes and the fact their preferred mode 
of transportation is most suitable for medium and short distances, makes contemporary urban cyclists an ideal target demographic 
for their local ‘main street’ merchants.       

   

3.2.1 Are cyclists attractive for employers/institutions? 

Many cities are revamping their cycling infrastructure in an attempt to attract “creative class” workers (Walljasper, 2012). Rahm 
Emmanuel, Mayor of Chicago, justified the location of a set of separated bicycle lanes by stating: “It is not an accident that, where 
we put our first protected bike lane is also where we have the most concentration of digital companies and digital employees. Every 
time you speak to entrepreneurs and people in the start-up economy and high-tech industry, one of the key things they talk about in 
recruiting workers is, can they have more bike lanes” (Spielman, 2012). In Toronto, five prestigious law-firms recently wrote to the 
city supporting cycle tracks for the use of their employees (Kuitenbrouwer, 2013). Richard Florida, director of the University of 
Toronto’s Martin Prosperity Institute, insists that successful cities need to accommodate creative class cyclists by building cycle 
tracks, and showed that there was a significant positive correlation in American cities between bicycle mode share and both human 
capital and average wages (Florida, 2010; 2011). The value of cyclists as a demographic is also evident when considering that bicycle 
infrastructure is often used as a selling point by realtors, and is known to correlate positively with residential property values (Racca 
et al. 2006). 
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3.3 How does bicycle infrastructure affect businesses? How does removal of on-street parking affect 
businesses?  

While on-street parking and bike lanes are both believed to foster economic activity, the potential benefits of bike lanes are 
particularly important in urban neighbourhoods and should be especially appealing to businesses looking to capitalise on a strong 
local customer base. According to numerous studies, utilitarian cyclists are high per-capita spenders likely to live in or visit dense 
urban areas, more likely to be repeat customers, and more likely to reach a particular store or shopping district if bike lanes are in 
place.  

The incidence of cycling and the number of cyclists in any given geographical area are expected to increase as infrastructure to 
facilitate this mode of transportation is provided, and the quality of infrastructure is a strong determinant of whether or not cyclists 
are attracted to a particular route (Broach et al., 2012; Buehler et al., 2012; Strauss, 2013).  

Available evidence suggests bike lanes effectively act as a catalyst for economic activity. For example, the implementation of 
physically separated bike lanes in New York City led to widespread economic benefits along the streets where these lanes were 
located. These bike lanes contributed to a 49% increase in retail sales in businesses located on 9th Avenue compared to a 3% 
increase borough wide, 49% fewer commercial vacancies on Union Square, compared to a 5% increase borough wide, and a large 
increase in bicycle volumes on First and Second Avenues accompanied by 47% fewer commercial vacancies which compared to 2% 
more vacancies borough wide (New York City Department of Transportation, 2012). Similar measurements taken in Seattle by Kyle 
Rowe (2013) showed that recent bicycle lane/sharrow additions (which reduced on-street parking by a few spots) did not produce 
any negative economic impacts on surrounding businesses (Rowe, 2013). A survey of retailers in Valencia Street, San Francisco, CA, 
found that bike lanes had a positive impact on business 4 years after their addition according to 65% of merchants, with only 4% 
reporting an overall negative impact (Drennen, 2003).  



 
 

  
Other forms of cycling infrastructure, such as bike parking ‘corrals’ that take over space previously dedicated to on-street car 
parking, have been very positively reviewed by adjacent businesses. Corrals offer an advantage to businesses in urban 
environments: a way for customers to shop at their stores without competing with one another for scarce on-street parking. Since 
many bicycles can be stored in the space of a single parking spot (usually 8-10), it is possible for businesses using such corrals to 
expand their customer base much more efficiently than if they relied on customers finding an available on-street parking spot 
nearby – bicycle parking greatly diminishes the amount of parking space required to generate profit (Lee et al., 2010). Studies have 
shown that by converting one parking spot to a bike corral, it is possible to make the land 150% more effective at bringing revenue 
to retailers (Lee et al., 2010). Merchants in close proximity to bicycle corrals that replaced on-street parking in Portland, OR, 
overwhelmingly support the idea that these increased transportation options for employees and patrons enhance neighbourhood 
identity and improve the sidewalk environment (Meisel, 2010). Many of these benefits would also be made possible by replacing on-
street parking with bicycle lanes and providing corral-like bicycle parking at intersections or over the sidewalk. While parking 
facilities are important to cyclists, the role that bicycle lanes play in bringing cyclists to a neighbourhood and in supporting cycling for 
transportation should not be underestimated.    

The only North American study linking cycling infrastructure with a decrease in economic activity was done by Stantec (2011) in 
Vancouver, Canada, where an existing painted bike lane was turned into a more sophisticated type of bike lane: a bidirectional 
cycletrack. The survey methods used in that study, however, were inappropriate to conclusively assess the economic impacts of that 
transformation. A more detailed critique of that study can be found in the background section of this report. 

Figure 3. Merchants’ responses when asked to review 
the general impact that bicycle lanes have had on 
their businesses in San Francisco’s Valencia Street, 4 
years after implementation. Source: Drennen, 2003  
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3.4 Can bike lanes and on-street parking coexist? 

It is not necessary to remove all on-street parking to accommodate bike lanes. If the street is wide enough it is possible to include 
both in a number of configurations. New York City and Chicago have built bike lanes with buffers which still allow for on-street 
parking, usually at the expense of traffic lanes. Replacing a left-turn lane or equivalent with bicycle infrastructure will likely benefit 
the immediate business community judging by the experience described by E. Drennen (2003) in Valencia St. 

Toronto has several bike lanes located in between parked cars and regular traffic, though these are not considered optimal by those 
who advocate for safer and more inviting cycling infrastructure. The main advantage of having bicycle lanes on the street side of 
parked cars is that bicycles can merge with traffic freely and overtake other cyclists more easily. Some cycling advocates do not 
consider these lanes safe for people of all ages and different levels of experience; cyclists are unprotected from car traffic, must be 
constantly on the watch for sudden car movements with little space for reaction, and run the risk of getting hit by opening doors 
(Ontario Ministry of Transportation, 2013; Duthie, 2010; Furth, 2010). Official bicycle infrastructure design guidelines from the 
American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) and the latest bicycle infrastructure guidelines from 
Ontario Traffic Council (OTM) also recommend removing on-street parking to ensure the safety of cyclists where space is limited 
(AASHTO, 1999; OTM, 2013). Moreover, there is mounting evidence that protected bicycle lanes/paths are more efficient at 
attracting cyclists than painted lanes (Broach et al., 2012; Pucher et al., 2008; Strauss et al., 2013; Tilahun, et al., 2007).  

 
Figure 4. New York’s bicycle lanes have contributed to increases in sales, 
decreases in commercial vacancies, and rising bicycle volumes (New York City 
Department of Transportation, 2012).  

In New York’s East Village neighbourhood, 73% of shoppers surveyed considered 
the new bike lanes positive or very positive for the neighbourhood and the 
community, and only 14% objected (Transportation Alternatives, 2012). 

Photo: Clarence Eckerson Jr. STREETFILMS. Press HERE or on the photo to see a 
video of business owners talking about the impact of bicycle lanes and parking. 

Setting a precedent 

http://vimeo.com/64205368
http://vimeo.com/64205368#at=0


 
 

Toronto officials are now looking at the possibility of bidirectional cycle tracks that would keep on-street parking on one side of the 
street – an approach successfully implemented in Montreal. Jacobson et al. (2012), however, do not recommend placing two-way 
cycle tracks on two-way streets, since some cyclists must face car traffic coming in the opposite direction. It is possible that 
permanent on-street parking between the cycle track and moving traffic would improve on that scenario, creating a buffer. 

There are cases where streets are too small to comfortably accommodate cyclists, on-street parking, and through traffic. In those 
circumstances it is important to consider the safety of all road users, but also that bicycle lanes bring important social and economic 
benefits to urban communities (where such narrow streets tend to be found). Since suburban arterial roads in North America tend 
to be very wide, the competition between bicycle lanes and on-street parking remains mostly an urban challenge.  

4 Background  

Shopping strips in pre-WWII North America were originally designed to serve a local demographic consisting mostly of pedestrians, 
cyclists, and transit users. Following the widespread use of the automobile, main street retail suffered as it failed to offer the 
convenience of shopping centres, strip malls, and big box stores, which had ample parking and were more easily accessible for 
wealthier suburbanites. We are currently witnessing a shift towards urban living and non-automotive modes of transportation. 
‘Main street’ retailers stand to gain from that shift.   

Today, a very large percentage (often the majority) of people in denser North American cities rely on modes of transportation other 
than the car to get to work (City of Toronto, 2012b; Freemark, 2010; New York City Department of City Planning, 2010). This urban 
modal-share reality comes with a number of challenges and opportunities. People’s preference for non-automotive transportation in 
urban environments means that changes to our infrastructure – so often tailored to satisfy drivers’ needs after extensive projects 
and refurbishment efforts in the 20th century - are required to facilitate walking, cycling, and public transit. This is a challenge after 
so many years of prioritising motorists, but it also means that businesses and institutions in urban areas can free themselves from 
some of the constraints of car-oriented configurations.  

Cycling is an increasingly popular form of transportation in the continent. Over the past decade, the number of people who use a 
bicycle for transportation has been steadily growing in major North American cities (Freemark, 2010; Pucher et al., 2011). While 
cycling for transportation is normal in a number of European cities (where bicycles can account for up to 50% of all trips, and where 
a 20% mode-share is common, widespread urban cycling is still a relatively new phenomenon in modern North America (EPOMM, 
2013).  Cycling for transportation is a socially inclusive and environmentally friendly alternative to motorised travel, and a growing 
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number of municipalities are embracing it and dedicating infrastructure specifically for cyclists – mostly in the forms of bike lanes for 
safety and bicycle parking for convenience (and to prevent bicycle theft).  

Bicycle lanes and on-street parking are both independently perceived as positive features by modern planners. The availability of 
paid on-street parking has been linked to increased economic activity and pedestrian traffic, and is thought to act as a buffer 
between the sidewalk and traffic (Edwards, 2002; Marshall et al., 2008). Bicycle lanes or physically separated bicycle tracks allow 
people to safely use bicycles as means of transportation, and have been associated with reductions in gridlock and pollution. The 
construction of bicycle infrastructure is one of the ways in which traffic resulting from high residential densities may be alleviated, 
and is therefore especially relevant to dense urban areas (Melia et al., 2011). Because the city centres of most large North American 
cities predate the invention of the automobile, their infrastructure may not be able to handle a car-centric approach to 
transportation while supporting local businesses and institutions. To illustrate the reduction of capacity and change in transportation 
patterns that we have had on city streets as cars have become more prominent and travel routes more widespread, it is worth 
looking at the historic capacity and usage of the Brooklyn Bridge in Manhattan, NY. In 1907 the Brooklyn Bridge, which then 
accommodated mostly transit riders and pedestrians, experienced 426,000 daily crossings, compared to only 178,000 in 1989 when 
it served mostly cars (Dubin et al., 2001). Cycling offers merchants in shopping strips the possibility to extend their local reach while 
increasing the total number of customers who can simultaneously visit their shops.  

In Portland, Clifton et al. (2013) found by surveying customers throughout Portland’s metropolitan area that cyclists there are bigger 
spenders on a per-capita per-month basis than drivers. Two Toronto studies also showed that cyclists in pre-war urban 
neighbourhoods contribute significantly to businesses’ sales and are in fact higher per-capita monthly spenders than drivers (Forkes 
et al., 2010; Sztabinsky, 2009). Both Toronto studies were carried out in residential neighbourhood ‘main streets’ where bicycle 
parking is available but bicycle lanes are not. Since a City of Toronto (2009) study reports that only 3 out of 10 Torontonians feel safe 
riding on a major street without bike lanes, and all businesses in the two Toronto studies were located on one such street, it is fair to 
hypothesise that the cycling potential of these neighbourhoods is not yet realised without bike lanes.  

Higher monthly per capita spending by cyclists compared to their driving counterparts was a recurrent theme in the literature 
reviewed. It was interesting to see that, in Toronto at least, cycling advocates are wealthier than the population average, and studies 
in New York and Portland support the higher monthly expenditure trend by cyclists (Clifton et al., 2013; Ipsos Reid, 2009; 
Transportation Alternatives, 2012). On the other hand, the Alliance for Biking and Walking reports that cyclists’ incomes tend to 
match the incomes of those who use other modes of transportation, although those who earn more than $100k per annum show a 
disproportionate tendency to cycle, although most frequently for recreation (2012). Income and spending may be differently aligned 
among cyclists, especially those cyclists who do not also own an automobile which would result in higher disposable income. More 



 
 

information on the average income of cyclists and the related spending patterns, especially as cycling gains popularity throughout 
the continent, would be needed to develop a better understanding of the factors behind the current spending patterns of urban 
cyclists as discussed in this report.  

Although no evidence was found that bicycle lanes in urban environments lead to a loss of business (please see 4.1 for an analysis of 
the Vancouver case), and several examples of the contrary have been well-documented, fears persist among some business 
communities when the implementation of bicycle lanes requires the removal of traffic lanes or on-street parking (Florida, 2010; 
Kramer, 2011). These fears may be compounded by the fact that many North American retailers have a tendency to greatly 
overestimate the percentage of their customers who drive and park nearby. Two Toronto and one Vancouver study showed a 
tendency of urban retailers to overestimate the share of customers who drive by 100% (Forkes et al., 2010; Stantec, 2011; 
Sztabinsky, 2009). In all three studies, drivers turned out to be a relatively small minority of all customers – ranging from 10-21% of 
the total surveyed customers.  

Studies conducted where bicycle lanes have been constructed conclude cyclists often become valuable customers, and 
infrastructure serving them is an asset to local businesses. In New York, the installation of new bike lanes was linked to significant 
increases in retail sales, a reduction of commercial vacancies, and large increases in bicycle volumes (New York City Department of 
Transportation, 2012). While it is worth pointing out that widened sidewalks were also added to Union Square, one of the areas 
where the business environment improved following the intervention, there is no evidence that cycling infrastructure there was 
anything but an asset to local businesses. Another New York study post-bike lane implementation offers concrete evidence that as a 
result of the new cycling infrastructure, cyclists specifically are very significant contributors to the well-being of local businesses: a 
large percentage of patrons turned out to be cyclists (25%, compared to under 5% for drivers), and respondents reported they were 
more likely to cycle to the neighbourhood than before (Transportation Alternatives, 2012). Rowe’s (2013) Seattle study found 
increases of up to 400% of previously recorded values in retail sales following the installation of a bicycle lane and sharrows in the 
Latona and 65th Neighbourhood Business District, compared to steady sales in the rest of the neighbourhood and in a comparison 
site. While he could not directly prove that the new infrastructure caused the improvement in sales, his measurements show that 
comments warning about the severe detrimental impacts that the lanes would have on local businesses were not justified (Rowe, 
2013). Rowe’s (2013) research also shows that although sales remained constant in Greenwood, another neighbourhood where 
bicycle infrastructure was put in, no negative impacts were recorded. 

Bicycle infrastructure alone will only get neighbourhoods so far. It is likely that in New York, for example, there was pent up demand 
for bicycle lanes and so the results were immediately very positive when these were installed. It would be unfair to expect a similar 
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degree of success if physical cycling infrastructure is not backed by social infrastructure that helps encourage and sustain active 
transportation behaviour.  

 

4.1 The Vancouver Case 

Only one study was found that identified the addition of bicycle infrastructure as a potential cause for loss of revenue. A Stantec 
(2011) study commissioned by the City of Vancouver to assess the consequences of the implementation of protected bicycle lanes in 
Hornby and Dunsmuir streets attracted media attention after announcing that there were moderate negative economic impacts as a 
result of the reconfiguration (Jackson, 2013). A closer look at the study results and methodology reveals that the data are not 
conclusive for several reasons. Metropolitan area phone surveys were made to determine whether people were more or less likely 
to shop on these streets, which is entirely inappropriate given that any business boost would be expected primarily from locals more 
willing to cycle to these shops. The wider survey dilutes this effect by including more distant residents. Sidewalk surveys were 
carried out but did not enquire about the spending patterns or frequency of visits of customers polled - thus missing out on 
important data. Information about changes in revenue was gathered directly from business owners, but only from those who 
volunteered to share it (about a third), and was not corroborated using any other means. These same business owners greatly 
overestimated the number of people who drove to their stores. Still, by far the most important reason why the Stantec (2011) study 
cannot be used as an argument against bicycle lanes is because the streets it examined and where the new protected lanes had 
been recently added, already had painted bicycle lanes before, albeit unidirectional (Figure 5). The results therefore reflect the 
effects of a particular type of bicycle lane over another – an entirely different scenario from the transformation of a street without 
any cycling facilities. The study does include comparator streets without bike lanes, but interestingly enough, the streets with 
separated bike lanes as a whole performed equivalently or even better in some of these objective measurements. Vacancy rates 
dropped on Hornby St., for instance, and rose on its comparator (Howe) street over the course of the study (Stantec, 2011). Unlike 
the surveys, that piece of data is entirely unbiased. It is also worth noting that Hornby and Dunsmuir, one-way streets with sporadic 
and relatively wide storefronts underneath modern commercial and residential towers – with a strong presence of franchises - do 
not fit the scale and model of the classic urban core North American shopping strip.  



 
 

 

Figure 5. Snapshot from Google Maps’ Streetsview showing Hornby St. in 2009 – before protected bicycle lanes were added. Although this was by no means an 
optimal arrangement, this street already possessed more cycling infrastructure back then than most equivalent streets do now. This is not a typical North 
American urban shopping strip. 

The Stantec team recommends a series of mitigation measures to improve the business environment, but recognise that it is difficult 
to assess the lasting impacts of bike lanes within the study area based on the research conducted thus far. Future studies, once 
surrounding neighbourhoods have had time to adapt to the new protected bicycle lanes, should tell a more complete story about 
the economic impact of this piece of infrastructure.   

     

4.2 Conclusions 

Bicycle infrastructure has the power to bring very positive economic impacts to business communities in North American urban 
shopping strips. While the extent of those benefits will vary depending on factors such as the quality of the infrastructure available, 
the types of businesses in question, the pent up demand for cycling infrastructure and the space constraints that may prevent some 
features from being implemented, the potential for improvements is significant. North American urban cyclists today are a desirable 
demographic for local businesses, known to spend more money where they shop than their driving counterparts. Cycling 
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infrastructure is important to them, and therefore important for businesses who want to attract them. Bicycle lanes and bicycle 
parking can increase the capacity of roads and the ability of people to shop simultaneously, all while improving various social and 
environmental aspects of a neighbourhood.  

On-street parking and bicycle lanes (and parking) should both be included so as to maximise the economic potential of a typical 
North American shopping strip. Where this is impossible due to space constraints, there is evidence that, although parking removal 
may represent a small loss of revenue from driving customers, the implementation of bicycle lanes can lead to a substantial amount 
of new revenue instead. While it depends on the specific context, it is safe to conclude that many North American retail streets 
would benefit rather than suffer as a result of replacing on-street parking with some form of bicycle lanes. Even in neighbourhoods 
where a cycling culture is not yet mature enough for bicycle lanes to make economic sense, this doesn’t necessarily mean that this 
dynamic will persist into the future; cycling rates in North American cities are rapidly and consistently increasing, and the addition of 
better cycling infrastructure can further catalyse the uptake of cycling for transportation. It is important to remember that, although 
the health of urban businesses is critically important to the well-being of our communities, our streets remain public spaces that are 
paid for collectively and where we must ensure the safety of all users above any other considerations. As tempting as it may be to 
squeeze in as many of the features discussed in this report as possible, the integrity of the infrastructure as it pertains to the safety 
of all users should always be prioritised.         
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3 | TranSystems 

Central Avenue – Phase One 

Project Understanding and Approach 
1 

Bicycle Improvements 
The Village’s bikeway plan shows a route along Greenleaf Avenue and north along 4th Street to Sheridan 
Road. TranSystems has reviewed the existing conditions along Central Avenue. Our findings have 
determined that Central Avenue could replace or complement the Greenleaf Bicycle Route.  
 

 
 

The Bicycle Cross Section Options and On-Street Design Criteria shown on the following page indicate that 
separate bike lanes could be provided along Central Avenue from the CBD limits at 11th Street to Sheridan 
Road. Adding these lanes would truly complete Central Avenue, just as the bike lanes along Sheridan Road 
completed that street. The bike lanes would be approximately 5 feet wide and run along the north and 
south sides of the roadway. In order to maintain federal funding, parking would likely need to be removed 
along one side of Central Avenue to meet the federal design criteria. Shared lanes could be used in lieu of 
separate striped bike lanes to preserve parking between 11th Street and 8th Street and between 4th Street 
and Sheridan Road. However, striped lanes have added safety and traffic calming benefits. We recently 
removed parking from one side of the street to accommodate separate on-street bike lanes for a project in 
the City of Elgin (See Existing and Proposed Cross Sections below). 

We worked with the City of Elgin to add On-Street Bicycle Facilities within a 
residential neighborhood by restricting parking to one side of the street.  
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Project Understanding and Approach 
1 

*design variance required 

CENTRAL AVENUE 
BICYCLE CROSS SECTION OPTIONS 

 

11th Street to 8th Street (Existing face to face 40’) 
f Findings: Separate bike lanes can be provided 
f Cross Section: (Proposed face to face 40’) 1’ gutter flag – 4’ bike lane – 11’ lane – 11’ lane – 5’ bike lane 

– 7’ parking lane – 1’ gutter flag 
f Notes: 

o If existing parking is removed along one side, separate bike lanes could be provided (Park One Side 
#2, see criteria below) 

o If parking remains on both sides, shared bike lanes could be provided, if the roadway is widened 1’ 
on each side (Park Two Sides #1) 

 

8th Street to 4th Street (Existing face to face 36’) 
f Findings: Separate bike lanes can be provided 
f Cross Section: (Proposed face to face 36.5’) 1’ gutter flag – 3.5’ bike lane – 10’ lane – 10’ lane – 5’ bike 

lane – *6’ parking lane – 1’ gutter flag 
f Notes: 

o If existing parking is removed along one side, separate bike lanes could be provided, if the roadway 
is widened 3 inches (unnoticeable) on each side (Park One Side #2) 

 

4th Street to Sheridan Road (Existing face to face 30’) 
f Findings: Separate bike lanes can be provided 
f Cross Section: (Proposed face to face 30’) 1’ gutter flag – 4’ bike lane – 10’ lane – 10’ lane – 4’ bike lane 

– 1’ gutter flag 
f Notes: 

o  If existing parking is removed along the south side, separate bike lanes could be used (No Park #2)  
 

FHWA ON-STREET BICYCLE DESIGN CRITERIA 
 

Parking on one side of the street 
1. Shared bike lanes – 36’ min (38’ preferred) face to face 

[ 1’ gutter flag – 13’ lane (14’ preferred) – 14’ lane (15’ preferred) – 7’ parking lane – 1’ gutter flag ] 
2. Separate bike lanes – 36.5’ min (42’ preferred) 

[ 1’ gutter flag – 3.5’ bike lane – 10’ lane – 10’ lane – 5’ bike lane – *6’ parking lane – 1’ gutter flag]  
3. Separate bike lanes – 42’ preferred 

[ 1’ gutter flag – 4’ bike lane – 12’ lane – 12’ lane – 5’ bike lane – 7’ parking lane – 1’ gutter flag]  
 

Parking on both sides of the street 
1. Shared bike lanes – 42’ min (46’ preferred) face to face 

[ 1’ gutter – *6’ parking – 14’ lane (15’ pref.) – 14’ lane (15’ pref.) – *6’ parking – 1’ gutter ] 
2. Shared bike lanes – 44’ min (46’ preferred) face to face 

[ 1’ gutter – 7’ parking – 14’ lane (15’ pref.) – 14’ lane (15’ pref.) – 7’ parking – 1’ gutter ] 
3. Separate bike lanes – 50’ 

[ 1’ gutter flag – 7’ parking lane - 5’ bike lane – 12’ lane – 12’ lane – 5’ bike lane – 7’ parking lane – 1’ 
gutter flag]  

No parking 
1. Shared bike lanes – 28’ min (30’ preferred) face to face 

[ 1’ gutter flag – 13’ lane (14’ preferred) – 13’ lane (14’ preferred) – 1’ gutter flag ] 
2. Separate bike lanes – 30’ 

[ 1’ gutter flag – 4’ bike lane – 10’ lane – 10’ lane – 4’ bike lane – 1’ gutter flag]  
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